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ABSTRACT
Spray Cooling Simulation Implementing Time – Scale Analysis and the Monte
Carlo Method
PAUL JOSEPH KREITZER

Spray cooling research is advancing the field of heat transfer and heat rejection in
high power electronics. Smaller and more capable electronics packages are producing
higher amounts of waste heat, along with smaller external surface areas, and the use of
active cooling is becoming a necessity. Spray cooling has shown extremely high levels
of heat rejection, of up to 1000 W/cm2 using water.
Simulations of spray cooling are becoming more realistic, but this comes at a
price. A previous researcher has used CFD to successfully model a single 3D droplet
impact into a liquid film using the level set method. However, the complicated
multiphysics occurring during spray impingement and surface interactions increases
computation time to more than 30 days. Parallel processing on a 32 processor system has
reduced this time tremendously, but still requires more than a day.
The present work uses experimental and computational results in addition to
numerical correlations representing the physics occurring on a heated impingement
surface. The current model represents the spray behavior of a Spraying Systems FullJet
1/8-g spray nozzle. Typical spray characteristics are indicated as follows: flow rate of
1.05x10-5 m3/s, normal droplet velocity of 12 m/s, droplet Sauter mean diameter of 48
µm, and heat flux values ranging from approximately 50 – 100 W/cm2. This produces
non-dimensional numbers of: We 300 – 1350, Re 750 – 3500, Oh 0.01 – 0.025.
Numerical and experimental correlations have been identified representing crater
formation, splashing, film thickness, droplet size, and spatial flux distributions. A
combination of these methods has resulted in a Monte Carlo spray impingement
simulation model capable of simulating hundreds of thousands of droplet impingements
or approximately one millisecond. A random sequence of droplet impingement locations
and diameters is generated, with the proper radial spatial distribution and diameter
distribution. Hence the impingement, lifetime and interactions of the droplet impact
craters are tracked versus time within the limitations of the current model.
A comparison of results from this code to experimental results shows similar
trends in surface behavior and heat transfer values. Three methods have been used to
directly compare the simulation results with published experimental data, including:
contact line length estimates, empirical heat transfer equation calculations, and nondimensional Nusselt numbers. A Nusselt number of 55.5 was calculated for experimental
values, while a Nu of 16.0 was calculated from the simulation.
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION
It is expected that advances in the cooling of advanced electronics packages will
be required in the near future. Electronics packages are generating more waste heat due
to denser packaging with smaller geometries, thus making active, two phase cooling
techniques a necessity. Spray cooling is one of the leading two phase cooling techniques
and has shown immense capabilities to reject high heat fluxes. Yang et al. (1996) have
demonstrated extremely high levels of heat rejection, of up to 1000 W/cm2 using water as
the coolant. Future applications include but are not limited to advanced electronics in
computers, automobiles, aircraft and spacecraft.
Spray cooling occurs when a liquid coolant forced through a small orifice in an
atomizing spray nozzle breaks into small droplets, presented in Figure 1.1. The resulting
spray droplets travel from the spray nozzle to a heated surface. Droplet impingement on
the heated surface produces a thin liquid layer on the surface. Newly impinging droplets
provide fresh cool liquid thus increasing the local heat transfer rate. However, the
complicated multiphysics occurring on the heated surface is not fully understood;
therefore, extensive research on spray cooling is ongoing.

Nozzle

Spray

Heater
Figure 1.1: Spray cooling schematic.
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The two major efforts driving improvements in spray cooling are computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) and experimental work. Experimentation can take weeks, months,
or even years to design, build and test completely; and each change in experimental
conditions might require additional implementation time.

CFD iteratively solves a

representative series of equations for a defined geometry. Complicated and refined
meshes corresponding to a detailed geometry can increase the simulation time
dramatically. A recent 129 x 129 x 129 grid 3-D spray cooling CFD simulation was
solved using the preconditioned conjugate gradient solver, using the level set method,
requiring 60 days to solve on a serial PC (Sarkar and Selvam, 2009). Using a multigrid
conjugate gradient solver with 32 processers improved the simulation time to
approximately 30 hours. It was noted that in this simulation, symmetry conditions were
used so that it represented an infinite array of equal-sized and equally-spaced droplets
simultaneously impacting the heated surface, symmetrically surrounding a second infinite
array of equal-sized vapor bubbles in the liquid film. Due to the varying conditions of
spray droplet size and velocity, developing an accurate simulation cannot be
accomplished by simply combining a series of single droplet impacts (Roisman and
Tropea, 2002) as others have proposed.
Therefore, a simpler model that approximates the physical behavior of spray
impingement with minimal run time constraints can yield a useful method for designing
heat transfer systems using spray cooling. It was the goal of the present work to develop
such a model. The results presented in this study show that such a simplified computer
model can be a valuable design tool. According to Selvam et al., 2006, a “theoretical
understanding of the spray cooling heat acquisition phenomena is still in its infancy and a
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focused effort to develop a comprehensive numerical model is a prime importance to this
field.” Development of a flexible computer model that can be adjusted according to the
latest “state of the art” results gathered from more focused experimental and CFD
modeling studies would be a tremendous asset to spray cooling researchers.
Spray cooling relies on two phase heat transfer in combination with convective
liquid movement to remove heat from the surface (Chen et al., 2004). While most spray
cooling research focuses on studying how specific enhancements affect the resulting heat
transfer rate, a composite model incorporates results from each study. The present work
has developed a computer model that closely simulates the droplet impingement physics
occurring during a heated spray cooling experiment using several of the resulting
correlations from these studies.

A Lagrangian-Eulerian approach has been used in the

current model to follow individual droplets impinging on a heated surface and the
resulting surface behavior.
Work by Chen et al., 2002, Glaspell, 2006, Kreitzer, 2006, Puterbaugh et al.,
2007, Silk et al., 2008, Vander Wal et al., 2006a-c, and Yerkes et al., 2006 has
established that there are many different physical parameters that affect and improve the
heat transfer rate during spray impingement. Some of these include but are not limited
to, the droplet velocity, droplet number flux, surface temperature, surface roughness,
liquid air content, impact angle, impact type, surface wetness and many more.
Determination of the effects of each of these parameters represents significant amounts of
work that then also requires considerable effort to generate useful correlations or
approximations.
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Determining the type of impact and the type of splash associated with it is so
complex that universal approximations cannot be made (Vander Wal et al., 2006a). It is
because of this complex nature of the phenomena, to the point of being beyond current
direct simulation capabilities, that a simplified computer simulation model is needed. It
is the goal of the present model to bring together the efforts of all of this research into a
single software application simulating the heat transfer and other phenomena occurring
on the impingement surface.
The present author has not been able to locate a simulation model that will
account for all of the variables that the present work attempts to account for. The spray
criteria that have been identified as being most important for this research are as follows:
droplet velocity, droplet size, spatial distribution of droplet impacts, preexisting liquid
film thickness on the heated surface, surface temperature, droplet splashing criteria,
impact crater size, crown growth propagation, and impingement interactions. Chapter 2
will give a more complete summary of the published work available in the literature for
each of these parameters.
Important non-dimensional numbers have been identified which allow the current
work to be compared to results in the research literature. The Weber number, We, is the
most commonly used of these, and is a ratio of the characteristic inertia forces to the
surface tension forces. The Weber number (Equation 1.1) represents a ratio of the
tendency to spread due to inertia, versus the resistance to spreading due to surface
tension. To maximize the heat transfer that takes place after impingement with the
heated surface, it is desirable to have the largest Weber number possible without
splashing occurring. This allows the crater that was formed by the droplet to cover the
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largest amount of surface area without losing any of the droplet volume to crown
formation or secondary atomization, thus maximizing the possible heat transfer of each
droplet (Althausen and Golliher, 2008).
We =

ρv 2 d
σ

1.1

Other important non-dimensional numbers include the Reynolds number
(Equation 1.2), Re, which is a ratio of the inertial forces to the viscous forces. The
Reynolds number is an excellent non-dimensionalized number for representing the
droplet trajectory from the nozzle to the heated surface.

The Ohnesorge number

(Equation 1.3), Oh, is a ratio of viscous force to the square root of the inertial force and
the tension force, and depends on the droplet geometry and fluid properties alone. The
Laplace number (Equation 1.4), La, is very similar to the Ohnesorge number, but
commonly used; and the non-dimensional film thickness, δ* is the ratio of the film
thickness to droplet diameter (Equation 1.5).
Re =

Oh =

ρvd
µ

µ
We
1
=
= 2
Re
La
ρσd

ρσd Re 2
La = 2 =
µ
We
δ* =

δ
d

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

Here, ρ is the fluid density, v the droplet velocity, d the droplet diameter, σ the fluid
surface tension, µ the fluid viscosity, and δ the preexisting liquid film thickness.
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The current spray cooling model has been broken down into sections, or “program
blocks”. The first section defines all of the variables used during the simulation. A
Spraying Systems FullJet 1/8-G nozzle was selected for the present example simulation.
Based on this selection a range of flow rates can be simulated for which published flow
statistics are available, where the flow rate dictates the droplet velocity and average
droplet size. Also defined in this section of the code are the heater size dimensions and
fluid properties.
Once the basic information is defined, the simulation starts. Using Monte Carlo
random number generation, droplets are assigned size and impact location information,
according to data for the selected nozzle. The Monte Carlo method uses a series of
random numbers, fit to a specified data range, as the basis for calculations that when
combined produce a final average predicted result. From the random numbers generated,
various physical time scale values are calculated; these values consist of: time from onset
of impact, time to form a crater, time to reach boiling, time to heat and vaporize, and time
for a surface tension wave to fill a crater back in. Important non-dimensional parameters
(Re, We, and Oh) are also calculated representing the simulated conditions.
From the information formed during this simulation, the progression of droplet
impacts can be followed through time. The simulation utilizes five separate matrices to
track the surface behavior after droplet impingement. To simplify the analysis, an image
display of the resulting physical phenomenon was created with a fixed screen resolution.
The model uses the first four matrices to produce a final color image matrix, where each
cell in the matrix corresponds to a display pixel in the final image. The display used has
a maximum available screen resolution of 1900x1200 pixels, and thus dictated the size of
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the matrices. The display image was broken into sections to provide several sections of
information. The first portion of the display was the heated surface pixel map with a
resolution of 1180x1180 pixels. The remaining display space provided a strip chart
presenting the time history of the heater surface area percentage corresponding to each
heat transfer regime, and finally vital simulation statistics were displayed.
This dissertation is organized to present a literature review in Chapter 2, the
program explanation in Chapter 3, Monte Carlo simulation results in Chapter 4, the
experimental observations in Chapter 5, the discussion and conclusions in Chapter 6, and
the program code in Appendix A through Appendix C.
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CHAPTER 2 : LITERATURE REVIEW
Section 2.1:

Introduction

The present literature review highlights previous spray impingement work and has
been organized to focus on several important phenomena occurring during the process. It
is the author’s effort to summarize what is known about each phenomenon. Nozzle
selection is required in order to successfully model spray cooling. Once selected, the
nozzle dictates most of the spray droplet characteristics modeled. Yerkes et al. (2006)
selected a Spraying Systems FullJet 1/8-G nozzle for their work, and detailed spray
parameters have been identified and published (Harris, 2009).
Familiarity of this author with the selected nozzle and the presence of published
results yield a good test case for the current simulation. A complete description of nozzle
characteristics as modeled in this work can be found in Kreitzer (2006); crater size,
droplet number flux, and splash and crown formation calculations depend on the droplet
size and velocity data are located therein. Section 2.2 provides a summary of detailed
results available from the literature for these needed variables. Section 2.3 presents
measurements corresponding to the resulting thin liquid film that is deposited on the
heater surface during spray cooling. Section 2.4 describes how craters grow and collapse
and the resulting volume distribution estimates.
Modeling the fluid motion after impact is of utmost importance. Consequently,
several different phenomena have been identified that can occur when a droplet impacts a
surface. Bai et al. (2002) describe four different impact regimes that summarize what
will occur when a droplet impinges on a heated surface: rebound, stick, spread, and
splash. The first two regimes primarily occur on dry surfaces or ones with extreme
Page 8

superheat and therefore will not be discussed further.

Identifying the critical point

separating droplet spreading from splashing is necessary to model the impingement
process in the current work, which focuses on spray interaction with a heated surface
covered by a preexisting liquid film. Section 2.5 describes previous work to predict the
boundary between spreading and splashing.
When a droplet impact forms a splash several distinct behaviors can occur
resulting in the formation of several patterns. This model will focus on the evolution
captured by still photographs from the work of Cossali et al. (1997). Figure 2.1 shows a
single photograph denoting the anatomy of the splash formation. When the droplet
impacts the liquid layer, a rapid deceleration of the droplet occurs. Simultaneously the
volume of the droplet merges with the thin liquid layer resulting in the formation of a
crown. The shape and size of the crown are determined by the physical characteristics of
the impinging droplet, as well as the preexisting liquid film. As the crown grows, jets
form and pinch off to form secondary droplets. Compared to the size of the initial
droplet, the energy present in the secondary droplets is much smaller and thus, any
secondary droplet impacts are neglected in the present model.

Figure 2.1: The anatomy of a droplet impingement onto a thin liquid film (Cossali et al., 1997).
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Section 2.2:

Droplet size and velocity

The size of the droplets impinging on the liquid surface will depend on nozzle
selection, as well as the operating conditions (primarily pressure). A Spraying Systems
FullJet 1/8-G nozzle has been selected for study in the present work, because it has been
tested extensively by groups at the Air Force Research Laboratory (Yerkes et al., 2006)
and West Virginia University (Hunnell, 2005, Glaspell, 2006, and Kreitzer, 2006).
Nozzle performance data obtained using a two-axis Phase Doppler Anemometer (PDA) is
shown in Table 2.1 (Yerkes et al., 2006).

Little research has been identified that

combines such small droplets with impingement onto a liquid surface; therefore it has
been important to identify the non-dimensional film thickness.
Table 2.1: PDA data for Spraying Systems FullJet nozzle (Yerkes et al., 2006).
⋅

Volumetric Flow Rate,
(m3/s)/(GPH)
7.36x10-6 / 7.0
1.01x10-5 / 9.6
1.21x10-5 / 11.5

Section 2.2.1:

V

Nozzle Pressure
(kPa)/(psig)

Mean Droplet
µm)
Diameter, dd (µ

Average Droplet
Velocity, V (m/s)

248 / 36
324 / 47
469 / 68

48
48
47

9.0
12.0
15.0

Droplet diameter distribution

A major hurdle that was encountered during the development of this Monte Carlo
simulation model was a droplet size distribution. Previous versions of this simulation
used a uniform droplet diameter distribution. However, this assumption was not realistic
and produced more simulated sprayed liquid than actually occurs during spray cooling.
With an even distribution the average droplet size occurred just as often as the sparser
large droplet events. Harris (2009) used phase Doppler anemometry (PDA) to study the
characteristics of sprays produced by the chosen Spraying Systems nozzle. Figure 2.2
presents droplet size distribution data for a range of locations for the FullJet 1/8-G nozzle
that was selected for modeling in the current work. From observing this figure and
analyzing the data it became clear that a droplet distribution range could be identified and
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modeled. Using the droplet distribution developed from this data produced a probability
density function that was matched by the random droplet diameter generation of the
current model.
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Figure 2.2: Diameter distribution contour plot of impinging spray droplets (Harris 2009).

Section 2.2.2:

Droplet radial location distribution

Difficulties in defining the radial location for each droplet impact were
encountered. Previous versions of the spray model assumed a uniform radial probability
distribution for the droplet impacts. However, work by Baysinger (2004) established a
volumetric droplet number flux across the center of the spray produced by the Spraying
Systems nozzle. This flux was used to dictate the proper radial distribution of the
impinging spray droplets for the current model, see Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Volumetric Flux across the center of the spray (Baysinger, 2004).

Section 2.3:

Film thickness

Limited data has been published about the thickness of the liquid layer that is
generated during spray cooling. Unfortunately, this parameter has a significant influence
on the amount and type of splashing that occurs upon droplet impingement. Studying the
film thickness in more depth will lead to a better understanding of what occurs when a
droplet impinges onto a preexisting liquid film. Based on the droplet velocity and the
film thickness the droplet will experience different behavior upon impact, as discussed in
Section 2.5 which explains the different types of impact and splashing behavior
experienced by an impinging spray droplet.
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Section 2.3.1:

Estimated film thickness

It is difficult to accurately measure the film thickness while a spray is impinging
on the surface. Each impact creates crowns and valleys and other perturbing events, and
the presence of such a dense spray can make viewing the liquid film challenging. Due to
the interactions of continually impinging drops the liquid film looks similar to the surface
of the moon with numerous craters forming peaks and valleys, but with this complicated
topography constantly changing versus time. Selvam et al. (2006) estimated a film
thickness of 44 µm for a 2-D single droplet CFD analysis of spray cooling. Cole et al.
(2005) used a range of film thicknesses from 50 µm to 80 µm. Pautsch et al. (2004) used
a combination of experimental and numerical methods to measure the film thickness
between 150 and 152 µm.
From observations it appears that these estimates (Selvam et al., 2006; and Cole et
al., 2005) are rather conservative for spray cooling. Work by Sivakumar and Tropea
(2002) identified a film thickness ranging from 55 − 192 µm. Work by Kreitzer and
Kuhlman (2008) used high speed imagery to determine an estimated liquid film thickness
ranging from 50 – 300 µm for their apparatus. Therefore a combination of the two ranges
will be used herein to establish the film thickness and impingement classification.

Section 2.3.2:

Thick film versus thin film

During the literature review a non-dimensional film thickness has been identified
to characterize the film thickness and is used in numerous publications. Cossali et al.
(1997) define the ratio of film thickness to droplet diameter as a non-dimensional
parameter for film thickness, δ*, as stated in Equation 1.5.
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Three classifications of film thickness have been developed to determine if
splashing will occur. All three depend on δ*; once this parameter has been calculated for
the average droplet size, the film can be classified as a very thin film, δ*<< 1, a thin film

δ* < 1, or a thick film where δ* >> 1 (Cossali et al., 1997). Vander Wal et al. (2006)
refined this definition to contain three different classifications of thin, intermediate and
thick films with δ* values of 0.1, 1, and 10. For the spray characteristics being simulated
in the present work, δ* is on the order of one to three for the average droplet size, and
therefore the film thickness can be classified as an intermediate film thickness.

Section 2.4:

Crater / crown growth and collapse

Droplet impingement produces different physical phenomena based on the given
spray parameters. Depending on the velocity and size of the impinging droplet, different
size and shape craters are formed. Therefore, choosing a general formulation that will
apply in all instances is challenging. However, according to Cole et al. (2005) the ratio
of mass ejected to the mass impinging changes very little from one impact classification
to another. Thus, studying the published results from previous works will result in a
correlation that can be used without bias to a range of differing spray conditions.

Section 2.4.1:

Spreading of impinging droplets

Bernardin et al. (1996) studied heat transfer occurring while water droplets were
impacting onto a polished surface. Their work has identified several references that have
developed a correlation for the amount of spreading upon impact. Upon reading these
references, experimental methods used a combination of high speed and flash
photography to generate the published correlations. Table 2.2 shows the three most
relevant spreading correlations. While these correlations provide insight into droplet
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impact and spreading, a single comprehensive model has yet to be developed that will
account for all variables. Testing conditions are similar; however they do not match all
of the parameters established for the current work.
Work by Sivakumar and Tropea (2002) used high speed imagery to study crown
growth and collapse. Although their work uses a hollow cone spray to enable better
visualizations, the ranges of We, Re, and Oh are similar to those for the present work.
Their work introduces a non-dimensional time that was used to track the growth and
collapse of individual craters from the onset of droplet impact.
τ =t

v
d

2.1

Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 represent the growth and collapse of the crater radius and
height respectively, plotted versus the non-dimensional time.
Table 2.2: Correlations for spreading characteristics of impinging droplets.

Researchers
Bolle and Moureau (1976)
Akao et al. (1980)

Experimental Parameters
1 ≤ We ≤ 1500
Ts = 800− 1200o C

2.1 ≤ do ≤ 2.9mm
o

Ts = 400 C
150 ≤ We ≤ 750

Kurokawa and Toda (1991)

850 ≤ Re ≤ 50 , 000

Ts = 22o C

Correlations
Rc
= 1.67 3.1τ − τ 2
ro

(

)

Rc
= 0.613We 0.39
ro
Rc
= 0.96 Re 0.095 We 0.084
ro

More recently Cossali et al. (2004) focused on the time evolution of a single
droplet impact onto a thin film. Still photography has been used to track the evolution of
droplet impacts. Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 represent two views of the same droplet
impact, showing an inner and outer crown diameter.
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Figure 2.4: Radial growth of a crater as a
function of non-dimensional time for various We
(Sivakumar and Tropea 2002).

Figure 2.5: Crown height growth of a crater as a
function of non-dimensional time for various We
(Sivakumar and Tropea 2002).

Figure 2.6: Front view of a formed crown
showing the inner and outer crown diameter
(Cossali et al., 2004).

Figure 2.7: Front view of a formed crown
showing the inner and outer crown diameter
(Cossali et al., 2004).

Studying the resulting images obtained during this study a crown spreading correlation
was developed. The correlation developed by Cossali et al. (2004) shows that the crown
growth is dependent on the square root of time.

Rc
V 1/ 2
1/ 2
= 1 / 4 1 / 2 1o/ 8 1 / 4 3 / 8 (τ − τ o )
d 6 π v Do f

Section 2.4.2:

2.2

Ejected volume ratio

Numerical simulations of single droplet impacts can be analyzed to determine the
amount of fluid splashed from an impinging droplet. Selvam et al. (2006) generated a
two-dimensional CFD model of a single droplet impact. From this study single images
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have been tracked and analyzed at different time intervals by the present author, yielding
volume distribution ratios. Figure 2.8 represents the evolution of a droplet impact with
the presence of a preexisting vapor bubble at 0.043 µs, 31.61 µs and 63.48 µs. From this
analysis the estimated ratio of the initial droplet area to the final crater area is 1.38. From
this value it can be interpreted that a smaller amount of liquid volume occupied the
bottom of the crater than the initial volume of the impinging droplet. Consequently, the
crater volume is much smaller than the volume originally occupied by the preexisting
liquid layer in that location.

Figure 2.8: Two-dimensional simulation of droplet impingement (Selvam et al., 2006).

A second study was located that tracked the volume of the impinging droplet and
compared it to the amount of fluid splashed. Vander Wal et al. (2006) used experimental
procedures to try to measure the volume ratio, by using the diameters of both impinging
droplets and secondary droplets. Vander Wal adjusted the experimental conditions to
cover a wide range of spraying conditions. Results from these calculations are shown in
Table 2.4 and are separated based on the thin film thickness classification. For these
calculations the impingement velocity was 3.15 m/s with a droplet size of 2.0 mm, with a
corresponding initial droplet volume of 4.19 µl. This table shows that the amount of fluid
that is splashed can exceed the volume of the initial droplet. Therefore, the impingement
conditions must be closely monitored. Note, that the values of We and especially Oh, in
this study are smaller than those of interest in the current simulation sample case.
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Table 2.3: Volume of the total splashed products of a 2.0 mm droplet onto a dry surface or thin film of the
same fluid (Vander Wal et al., 2006).

Fluid
Heptane
Hexadecane
DI Water
30% Glycerol/Water

We

Oh

Re

0
665 0.00249 10,400 4.00
559 0.0165 1,440 0.43
269 0.00258 6,350 0.00
294 0.00676 2,530 0.00

δ*
0.1
1.76
1.38
1.29
0.84

10
6.41
8.91
1.22
2.40

Work by Cole et al., 2005 used a Lagrangian-Eulerian spray CFD modeling
approach to simulate both microscale and macroscale events. This study focused on a
droplet diameter range of 50 – 100 µm with a normal velocity of 10 m/s and a droplet
Weber number of 1680. Due to a lack of available experimental values for specific
parameters needed for simulation, numerical simulations were performed to try to
estimate these values. Mass conservation was used as a basis for splashing studies.
Various film thickness values were modeled to show how this parameter affects the
amount of fluid splashed. The amount of fluid splashed was broken down into two
components, first the initial crown formation and then the resulting fountain or secondary
droplet splashing. Tracking the mass of the impinging droplet and comparing that with
the mass of fluid ejected after impact showed a consistent total mass splashed, even
though the two components of the splash varied greatly. Figure 2.9 represents their
observed ratio of the splashed mass to droplet mass (“mass out to mass in”) for splashing
of an impinging droplet.

Figure 2.9: Splashing breakdown of mass ratio for a 100 mm droplet at 10 m/s (Cole et al., 2005).
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Section 2.5:

Splash versus non-splash criterion

A great deal of effort has been devoted to determining an accurate correlation for
the splash / non-splash boundary for the impact of a single droplet onto a thin liquid film.
Mundo et al. (1995) studied the splash non-splash deposition limit for smooth and rough
dry surfaces, and Cossali et al. (1997), Bai et al. (2002), and Vander Wal et al. (2006)
focused on determining the limit for a droplets impinging onto a surface covered by a
thin liquid film. Using the limits established by all of these authors it is possible to
compare the simulated effects with established values from the literature for validation.

Section 2.5.1:

Mundo splash / non-splash boundary

Mundo et al. (1995) were the first to identify that the formation of a splash on a
wetted surface was not dependant only on the Weber number.

Mundo used a

combination of visual techniques, including high speed video and Phase Doppler
measurements. Experimental conditions yielded 100 µm droplets falling at 10 m/s on
both smooth and rough dry surfaces. They determined that for a dry surface the amount
of splashing depended on the ratio of droplet size to surface roughness. Based on
observations, the deposition/splashing limit was highly correlated with the values of Re
and Oh. Equation 2.3 represents the correlation observed by Mundo.
K = Oh Re 1 .25

2.3

Using this correlation a splash non-splash boundary was established. For K values below
57.7 droplets were observed to deposit and spread on the surface. However, for K values
above 57.7 splashing occurred. Figure 2.10 represents the splashing limit developed by
Mundo.
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Figure 2.10: Splashing limit of primary droplets as developed by Mundo et al. (1995).

Section 2.5.2:

Cossali splash / non-splash boundary

Cossali et al. (1997) reformulated the correlation established by Mundo and
developed a new K factor that characterizes the splash deposition limit. Cossali found
that the Weber number alone is not enough to determine if a droplet impact will result in
a splash or not. Based on studying experimental photographs it was determined that a
critical Weber number could not be identified based on varying the values of Oh and δ.
Thus, a non-dimensional correlation was developed that also included δ∗ (Equation 2.3).

(

Using experimental data a function, f δ * , Rnd

)

was generated based on an empirical

correlation.
1.44

K = WeOh−0.4 = 2100 + 5880δ *

2.4

By dividing the left hand side of this factor by the function on the right hand side a
splashing parameter, Y, can be defined. Figure 2.11 represents this splashing parameter
as a function of non-dimensional film thickness, with values above 1 resulting in a
splashing region.
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*

Figure 2.11: Splashing parameter developed by Cossali et al. (1997).

Section 2.5.3:

Bai et al. splash / non-splash boundary

Bai et al. (2002) have studied the impingement of gasoline droplets onto a wall in
a wind tunnel, with application to engine behavior. This study focused on diesel engine
sprays onto a wall with liquid accumulations on the wall surface. No values have been
reported for the liquid film thickness during the spray simulation. They have identified
experimentally four impingement regimes: stick, rebound, spread and splash. Critical
parameters that were focused on in this study were the fluid properties (µ, ρ, σ), droplet
diameter dd, droplet velocity V, wall temperature Tw, and impact angle θ.

The

combination of these quantities yielded several dimensionless numbers; including We
and La.
Included in this developed model, are interference effects of previously impacted
adjoining droplets. When droplets hit the surface where a preexisting droplet crater is
present, the impinging droplet does less work in order to form the new crater. Because of
this behavior it becomes very important to model multiple spray droplets simultaneously,
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instead of combining a series of single droplet impacts. Table 2.4 presents the refined
criteria for droplet impingement behavior based on the work of Bai et al. (2002).
Table 2.4: Quantitative regime transition criteria Bai et al. (2002).
Wall Status
Regime Transition State
Critical Weber number
Dry

Adhesion (Stick/Spread)  Splash

Wec ≈ 2630La −0.183

Stick  Rebound
Rebound  Spread

Wec ≈ 2
Wec ≈ 20

Spread  Splash

Wec ≈ 1320La −0.183

Wetted

Section 2.5.4:

Vander Wal et al. splash / non-splash boundary

Vander Wal et al. (2006) stated that using a numerical prediction model for all
cases of splashing is difficult because of the complex nature of the physics behind a
splash.

They have identified several types of splashes, including: prompt, crown

breakup, receding breakup and partial rebounds. Their work used empirical data to
develop power-law relationships predicting the resulting splashing behavior. However,
neither type of model accurately predicted the splashing behavior for all instances.
They tested single droplet impingement on both dry and wetted surfaces. Plotting
the impacts characterized by Ohnesorge and Reynolds number a boundary became
evident in both cases.

Figure 2.12 shows the boundary between splashing and no

splashing for the impacts on a thin liquid film. Each data point represents a droplet
impact; each symbol represents a different fluid tested. The red marks correspond to
splashing, while the blue marks correspond to no splashing. A dashed line represents the
actual boundary between the two, while the solid line represents their correlation based
on a simplified assumption.
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Figure 2.12: Power law and empirical correlations for splash/non-splash boundary of impacting droplets
on a thin liquid film (Vander Wal et al., 2006).

Equation 2.4 shows the power-law relation developed by Vander Wal et al.
(2006c). The correlation was simplified by assuming that Re1.17 = Re, allowing better

algebraic manipulation of the variables, resulting in the square root of Weber number.
The resulting assumed correlation defines a splash when the square root of the Weber
number was greater than 20. The values for the surface film thickness w
were
ere not reported
with this publication, however other work by these authors published at the same time
used a film thickness range of 0.1 ≤ δ*≤ 10.

Oh × Re1.17 = 63

2.5

Oh × Re = We = 20

Section 2.6:

Droplet interactions with crater formation

Currently due to limitations in computational abilities it is difficult to accurately
model a single droplet impact completely and quickly, let alone simulate the interaction

of multiple impinging drops. This is because of the numerous variables that will affect
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the size and growth of a crater formed by an impinging droplet. Bai et al. (2002)
described the complex nature of the interactions of two impinging droplets in close
proximity, such that the two impact craters will overlap, and described the ease with
which the second crater will grow because less energy is needed to displace the liquid
film present on the heated surface.
Roisman and Tropea (2001) have developed a model for interactions of two
droplets impinging onto a wetted surface. They have identified droplet velocity, droplet
size, and time between impacts as critical parameters that will influence the crater
formation. Figure 2.13 describes their predicted growth of impact craters and how they
are affected by droplet size, velocity and impact time. Examining this figure shows that
timing of droplet impacts as well as impact velocity will greatly influence the interaction
of the two droplet craters. The difference in spreading effects based on impact conditions
is another reason that spray cooling cannot be accurately simulated by combining
multiple single droplet impacts.
Another important aspect regarding interactions that needs to be considered is
multiple nozzle arrays. The current efforts of spray cooling experimentation have limited
heated areas to less than two square centimeters. In reality applications that will benefit
from the use of spray cooling are not confined to this size and therefore will most likely
benefit from the use of multiple nozzles. Work by Kim (2006) has used a 64 heater array
to help identify local heat transfer rates for single and array nozzle configurations. Kim
(2006) has identified regions on the heated surface that perform differently than as
expected when compared to single nozzle spray conditions. The use of multiple nozzles
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is beyond the scope of the current work, but this information shows another reason why
single droplet studies cannot be combined to represent full spray situations.

a

b

c

Figure 2.13: a) Symmetric interaction of two drops of the same diameter and impact velocity that impact
the liquid film simultaneously. b) Interaction of two drops of the same diameter but different impact
velocities that impact the liquid film simultaneously. c) Interaction of two drops of different diameter and
velocity impacting the surface at slightly different times Roisman and Tropea (2001).

Section 2.7:

Variable localized heat flux

Previous research efforts have been identified that have studied the variation in
local surface heat flux for individual surface areas or droplet impingements. Recent 3-D
CFD studies have shown that the local heat flux peaks in regions where the fresh cool
liquid reaches the heater surface and thus increases the temperature gradient across the
liquid film (Sarkar and Selvam, 2009). This tends to occur in the impact craters formed
by droplet impingement, and near the contact lines of bubbles that move along the heater
surface. Horacek et al. (2004) identified localized heat flux variations for different
nozzle-to-heater surface distances. Their work used an array of 96 micro-heaters to
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indicate local heat flux conditions. While the overall surface heat flux remains consistent
for the two separation distances tested, a narrower range of heat fluxes was observed for
the configuration with the larger nozzle-to-heater spacing. The smaller nozzle-to-heater
spacing resulted in a wider range of heat flux values on the micro-heater array, with
fewer heater elements experiencing each heat flux.
Another technique that has been used to study local conditions is a total internal
reflectance technique (Horacek et al., 2005). Observing the impingement process from
below through a semi-transparent heater with the aid of collimated light and a high speed
camera showed areas of the surface covered by liquid and areas of the surface dominated
by gaseous bubbles entrained in the liquid. Observing the transition of surface conditions
through CHF shows that below CHF the surface was dominated by liquid. During CHF
the surface was covered by small nucleation sites and larger bubbles begin to form. Once
the surface conditions exceed CHF the amount of larger bubbles increased and the
amount of liquid in contact with the heated surface was greatly reduced.

Section 2.8:

Monte Carlo Method

The Monte Carlo method is typically referred to as any simulation that uses
random numbers to solve a problem. Anderson (1986) says, “the Monte Carlo method is
an application of the laws of probability and statistics to the natural sciences.” A Monte
Carlo simulation usually solves coupled systems of equations and is particularly useful
with fluids. While the Monte Carlo method dates back to 1777 when Comte de Buffon
used random numbers to solve integrals, the modern establishment of this method was
developed by Von Neumann and Ulam during the devolvement of the Atomic bomb
(Kalos and Whitlock, 2008). The method got its name from games of chance that were
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played in Monte Carlo, Monaco. A better description of the Monte Carlo method is one
which uses randomly generated numbers to approximate a given range of conditions.
Then the numbers are used to perform calculations and then combined into a final
prediction result.

Section 2.9:

Summary

The Monte Carlo simulation depends on a number of initial conditions that dictate
the resulting spray pattern and impingement behavior. A Spraying Systems FullJet 1/8-G
spray nozzle was chosen because measured spray characteristics and experimental heat
flux data was available. This spray nozzle produces a flow rate of 1.05 x 10-5 m3/s with a
droplet velocity of 12 m/s, from an orifice diameter of 0.031 inches. Measuring the spray
characteristics provided droplet diameter distribution data with a Sauter mean diameter of
48 µm (spray droplet range from 10 µm to 110 µm) and representative data for a radial
droplet number flux.
During the impingement process a thin liquid film is generated on the heater
surface prior to the liquid falling off the edge of the heater. A wide range of values for
the film thickness have been identified, ranging from 44 to 300 µm. Recent high speed
video observations of impingement on a smooth flat unheated surface appeared to be on
the lower end of this range, and therefore, a film thickness of 50 µm has been selected for
a large portion of the present simulation results. Cossali et al. (1997) developed a nondimensional film thickness as the ratio of film thickness to impinging droplet size. Most
of the non-dimensional film thickness values of the current model fall between values of
one and three, corresponding to an intermediate film thickness.
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Crater formation and secondary atomization or splashing have been the focus of
numerous research studies.

Focusing on the growth of an impingement crater has

produced different correlations for crater size prediction. However, the most common
value that was seen in the literature was a droplet diameter to crown radius ratio of
approximately 2.7, which is a result of combining work by Bernardin et al. (1996) and
Sivakumar and Tropea (2002). Splashing is a major concern for evaluating heat transfer
on a heated surface, because it determines how much cooling liquid is available to each
location on the heated surface. Because heat transfer is driven by the amount of fresh
cool liquid that can reach the surface, the model that relies on maximum crater spreading
during impact was chosen. Vander Wal et al. (2006c) identified a splash/non-splash
boundary for values of the square root of Weber number greater than 20 resulting in a
splash.
Droplet interactions play a major part in the resulting surface behavior during
impingement. Since only visual interpretations were identified for this aspect of spray
cooling, an arbitrary overlap criterion has been established and will be described fully in
Chapter 3. This research focuses on a few particular parameters of spray cooling, future
work should include as many design correlations as possible.
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CHAPTER 3 : PROGRAM EXPLANATION
Section 3.1:

Introduction

Successful modeling requires that a simulation be based on realistic physical
conditions. This was accomplished by basing the current simulation on results from
experiments and CFD simulations. Random number generation is the foundation of
Monte Carlo Simulations. Using this technique values for droplet diameter and location,
via impact radius and angle, were generated matching experimental data for the same
spraying conditions. The complete simulation code can be found in Appendix A.
The first step in programming the simulation was to select the programming
language. MATLAB was chosen because of availability and widespread use. Also,
MATLAB has user friendly graphical interfacing with tremendous image processing
capabilities. Having this interface was very important during model development, because
it provided instant feedback and showed the results graphically. One of the initial steps in
creating a simulation program was to design a flow chart that describes the overall
organization of the program in a quick glance. This was achieved using design blocks to
describe specific portions of the program, but without using any programming syntax.
This spray cooling simulation has been broken down into four main sections or
programming blocks as illustrated by the simulation flow chart in Figure 3.1. First the
parameter input block of the program sets the initial boundary conditions and input
parameters which include fluid properties and spray geometry. Using random numbers
and subsequent calculations developed in the droplet initialization block, the simulation
attempts to mirror the complex nature of spray cooling. Identifying what happens once
the droplet hits the heater surface occurs in the crater formation and tracking block of the
program. Finally, the movement and display block scans the heater surface, tracking
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crater movement and calculating heater surface heat transfer regimes.

Each of the

programming blocks is described in detail in the following sections.
The design evolution of this simulation has gone through several iterations. It
started as a sketch on a piece of paper, as what might be possible. From here the design
started with the ability to draw random craters on the heater surface. However, no
information was available for performing calculations. Next, the simulation tracked
every crater formation and attempted to calculate time scales based on the initial
information. At this point the simulation had to be redesigned due to programming size
limitations. The simulation transitioned into a pixel map that tracked several parameters
about each crater at the same time. Finally, the model achieved its current state that will
be described in depth in the current chapter.
The initial program design was presented during the 2009 West Virginia
Academy of Science 84th annual meeting (Kreitzer and Kuhlman, 2009), and has been
improved and published as a part of the Space Propulsion and Energy Sciences
International Forum (Kreitzer and Kuhlman, 2010a) and the 2010 West Virginia
Academy of Science 85th annual meeting (Kreitzer and Kuhlman, 2010b).

Section 3.2:

Description of parameter input program block

The parameter input program block declares the initial variables that will be used
throughout the simulation. Initial variables include the fluid properties for the spray
coolant and the spray geometry. HFE-7000 was chosen as the initial simulation coolant
and the fluid properties are located in Table 3.1. However, other spray coolants can be
simulated by changing the appropriate values in this section of the program. Fluid
properties vary with experimental conditions, particularly temperature and saturation
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pressure. Therefore, the values listed in Table 3.1 are for test conditions at a pressure of
one atmosphere, and an impinging coolant temperature of 25 ºC.
I

II

Input Parameter Block
– Define fluid properties
– Establish spray and heater initial conditions and geometry
Droplet Initialization Block
– Generate random numbers for droplet diameter, impact radius, and angle
– Calculate time scales
– Define initial conditions (i.e. fluid properties and spray geometry)
Identify and mark pixels
covered by impinging crater
Determine if droplet splashes

III
Crater Formation
and Tracking Block

Check if new crater covers previous craters

Count number of pixels for new crater, and
count the number of covered pixels
Scan edge of heater to check if part of
crater is off the edge of the heater
Check impinging droplets
penetration depth
Calculate active crater
movement
Move all active craters in a
systematic approach

IV
Movement and
Display Block

Determine display (Color Matrix) state
based on calculated time scales
Plot the heater surface and the
surface trends strip chart
Capture a movie image, if requested

Perform Final Calculations, close
the movie and export data
Figure 3.1: Monte Carlo spray cooling simulation flow chart.
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Table 3.1: Simulation fluid properties at 25 ºC and 1 atm.
Symbol
Definition
Value
Density [kg/m3]
1400
ρ
0.01369
Surface tension [N/m]
σ
Kinematic viscosity [m2/s]
3.23E-7
µ
Cp
Specific heat [J/kg-K]
1300.2
L
Latent heat [ J/kg]
142000
Tsat
Saturation Temperature [°C]
34

Initial conditions include the heater size, spray characteristics (flow rate,
operating pressure, droplet diameter, and impingement radial flux distribution),
preexisting film thickness, and fluid temperature. Table 3.2 displays typical values for
these parameters that are predefined in the simulation, based on the work of Kreitzer and
Kuhlman (2008). The initial size constraints were dictated by the experimental design,
and the droplet diameter range was a function of the spray nozzle used. These variables
remain constant for the present work, but could be changed in the future to simulate
different conditions.
Symbol
D
dmin
dmax
δ
∆T
Ah

Table 3.2: Initialized variables.
Definition
Heater Diameter [mm]
Minimum droplet diameter [µm]
Maximum droplet diameter [µm]
Liquid film thickness [µm]
Sub-cooling [ºC]
Heated surface area [m2]

Value
16
10
110
50
25
1.46E-4

Not all of the input parameters were fixed for the development of this simulation,
thus allowing for parametric variation of the simulation. Parametrically changing the
input variables enables the user to compare the simulation to previously collected
experimental spray data. Table 3.3 lists the user defined variables and the suggested
range for each parameter. Although the minimum number of simulated droplets is listed
as 1,000, it is recommended that at least 10,000 droplets be used to provide a better
sampling of random numbers. While some of these parameters have ranges of values that
can be used, the amount of splashing has been set to 20 percent. Increasing the number
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of frames plotted, increases the length of time required for a simulation to run to
completion.
Symbol
Nrand
P
Splsh
Ovlap
Q
Intval

Section 3.3:
block

Table 3.3: Ranges for adjustable simulation parameters.
Definition
Suggested range
Number of droplets simulated
1,000 – 1,000,000
Heater Power [W]
0 – 150
Amount of splashing [%]
0 – 100
Amount of overlap tracked [%]
0 – 100
Nozzle flow rate [GPH]
6 – 12
Number of frames to plot
1 – Nrand

Description of droplet initialization program

Monte Carlo simulations use sequences of random numbers to predict the average
behavior of various events. This section of the program utilizes the initial conditions
defined in the input parameter block to simulate spray cooling. In order to match the
model to experimental PDA droplet diameter and flux data, three random numbers are
generated. First, a droplet diameter was generated, and then an impact location was
determined by using a heater radius and angle in polar coordinates to position the center
of the droplet impingement crater. Details of this process are given in the next section.
Table 3.4 lists the variables generated for each droplet during the droplet initialization
block. All of the calculations performed in this section of the program occur almost
instantaneously and are used while performing calculations during the rest of the
simulation.

Section 3.3.1:

Monte Carlo random number generation

The droplet initialization block of the program uses the initialized variables from
the parameter input block and calculates the initial information needed about each
droplet.

This section uses the Monte Carlo method to use random numbers

corresponding to measured data, assigning each impinging droplet a size and impact
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location. Spray nozzle sizes and atomization types change the behavior of the spray
droplets as they leave the nozzle. For this simulation, a Spraying Systems Full Jet 1/8-g
full cone spray nozzle with a swirl atomizer has been used.
Table 3.4: Monte Carlo droplet initialization components.

Symbol
Num
Dd
Dc
R
θ
Xc
Yc
Ac
φ
RV
Vx
Vy

Symbol

Definition
Droplet/crater number
Impinging droplet size
Resulting crater diameter
Radial location of droplet impact
Droplet impact angular location
x rectangular coordinate of centroid
y rectangular coordinate of centroid
Surface area covered by crater
Droplet spray angle
Radial velocity of droplet
Corresponding surface x velocity
Corresponding surface y velocity

Vdrop
Tcl
Tst
Tg
Tb
Tdo
RE
WE
OH
Svdw
δ*
Pd

Definition
Droplet volume
Clock time of crater formation
Surface tension wave collapses crater
Gravity wave fills in crater
Time scale for crater to reach boiling
Time scale for crater to dryout
Reynolds number of each droplet
Weber number of each droplet
Ohnesorge number for each droplet
Vander Wall (2006)splashing limit
Film thickness droplet diameter ratio
Droplet penetration depth

Harris (2009) at the Air Force Research Laboratory has used PDA techniques to
study the resulting behavior and trends of this particular spray nozzle. Using a bin wise
representation of Harris’s measured data provides probability density functions for both
the droplet diameter distribution and the radial flux distribution. Experimental conditions
of the PDA analysis were set such that the spray would cover a heated surface that had
been mounted on a 16 mm diameter pedestal. This setup created a spacing between the
spray nozzle and heater surface of 13 mm. Diameter distribution data was collected with
a bin resolution of 2 microns. Figure 3.2 represents the collected PDA data (Harris,
2009), tracking 60,000 drops. In order to accurately simulate this data a bin wise method
tracked the number of droplets in each selection bin and calculated the probability of new
droplets falling in each bin.
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Figure 3.2: Probability density function of the measured PDA data (Harris, 2009).

The Inverse Transform Method was used to match the distribution of the random
numbers generated to the measured PDA data distribution (Martinez and Martinez,
2002). This method assumes that the function to be matched is continuous, i.e. no holes

or jumps occur in the domain. To better explain this method, first consider a uniform
distribution with ten intervals from 0 to 1. The ‘rand’ function in MATLAB was used to
generate 500 random numbers to produce the uniform distribution in Figure 3.3a. The
first bin would represent all the nu
numbers
mbers between 0 and 0.1, the second bin would
represent the numbers from 0.1 to 0.2, and so on, assuming that the values of 0.1, 0.2, etc.

only fall into one bin (i.e., right or left continuous). Therefore, each bin has an equal
probability of a newly generated random number being placed in it. Using larger sample
sizes will produce a more uniform histogram.
Since the distribution presented in Figure 3.2, for the measured PDA data, is not

uniform, the values obtained from the random number generator in MATLAB must be
modified. To do this the inverse transformation method is one technique that may be

used. In order to fully explain this method, again look at the example of ten domain
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intervals between 0 and 1. This time a non-uniform shifted and skewed distribution is

needed as shown in Figure 3.3b.
Accurately simulating thi
thiss distribution requires the probability of a newly

generated random number to fall in each bin, as shown in Table 3.5. A random number
generated with the ‘rand’ function in MATLAB becomes the newly defined probability
of the desired function. Using a series of ‘if’- ‘elseif’ statements the code places the
random number in the proper probability domain interval or bin, tthus
hus assigning the

appropriate value. For a randomly generated number R, with probabilities of P1, P2, etc.,
bin values of b1, b2, etc., the inverse transformation method assigns a value to x
accordingly: if R ≤ P1 then x = b1, elseif R ≤ P2 then x = b2 and so on.
Therefore, for the distribution shown in Figure 3.2 the droplet diameter selection
bin sizes were varied based on the probability of a droplet being a part
particular
icular size, as

shown in Figure 3.3c. If there was high probability of a certain droplet size (20 – 40
microns) the selection bin was made wider. Likewise, if the pr
probability
obability was lower for a
particular diameter size (> 85 microns), the selection bin was made thinner. Section 4.3

will present how closely the measured data was modeled using this implementation of the
Monte Carlo technique.

a)

b)

c)

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8 0.9 1.0

Figure 3.3: a) uniform distribution b) shifted and skewed distribution c) domain interval bin widths for
non-uniform distribution.
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Table 3.5: Monte Carlo droplet initialization components.
Domain Interval

Number Count

Probability

0.1

40

0.08

0.2

85

0.17

0.3

100

0.2

0.4

75

0.15

0.5

50

0.1

0.6

40

0.08

0.7

35

0.07

0.8

30

0.06

0.9

25

0.05

1

20

0.04

Total

500

1

A similar technique was used to simulate the radial flux distribution using
Harris’s (2009) PDA data across the centerline of the spray.

This data was acquired by

deflecting half of the spray away so that a cross section of the spray could be
investigated. The raw data in Figure 3.4a shows most of the droplets present in the dense
center of the spray with a sharp decline to either side. To convert these experimental
results into a probability density function, the flux data was first averaged about the
centerline of the spray (Figure 3.4b). Figure 3.4c represents the radial cross section of the
spray smoothed to create a continuous function. A polynomial curve fit can be used to
create a finer radial bin distribution corresponding to the impinging droplet spacing.
The final random number generated corresponds to the angular position around
the heater surface where the droplet will impact. Because the chosen nozzle produces a
dense full cone spray, a uniform angular distribution between zero and 2π radians was
used. Graphing the heater surface was accomplished in rectangular coordinates, therefore
the polar coordinate values had to be converted into x and y values corresponding to the
centroid of each crater.
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 3.4: Harris’s PDA data (2009) for radial flux a) across the centerline of the spray, b) averaged
about the midpoint, c) transformed into a continuous polynomial curve fit of the data.

Section 3.3.2:

Time scales explained

Using various micro time scales it may be possible to model and predict what will

occur on a larger macro time scale. Chemical engineering time and length scale analysis
has been used by Charpentier (2009) to bridge the gap between what occurs on the pico
and nano scales (atom and molecular level) to help predict and understand what occurs on
the larger macro scale (process or plant level). Using a combination of relevant length

and time scales is vital to understanding the phenomena that occurs during any process.
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Very little is known about how the physical interactions of different spray
parameters affect the resulting heat transfer for spray cooling. Breaking the spray process
down into smaller length and time scales can produce a greater understanding of the
larger scales.

As advancements occur in individual finely focused studies of spray

cooling, a global simulation can be simultaneously modified and maintained which may
help to more accurately predict the performance of spray cooling applications.
An important part of this program involves using assumptions and combining
them with basic physics to create time scales for different experimental parameters or
phenomena for each droplet. It is assumed herein that the droplet is spherical and that the
impact velocity is perpendicular to the heated surface (i.e. axisymmetric craters). It is
also assumed that the droplet impact crater will be circular, and that droplet velocity
losses due to air drag can be neglected. Referring to the droplet size information from
Section 3.3.1 this simulation uses a droplet diameter distribution with a range of 10 to
110 microns, and a velocity ranging from 7 to 11.5 m/s, depending on the spray flow rate.
Based on these values, pertinent time scales can be defined and calculated. Comparing
each time scale with the clock time since impact for each droplet will allow time scales
that are too large or too small to be eliminated.

Section 3.3.2.1:

Time of droplet impact

The first, and probably most fundamental, time scale is a droplet impact time,
since all other time scales were compared to this time. This time scale is the amount of
time for the droplet to completely penetrate into the liquid film, starting with initial
contact. This time scale does not include the growth of the crown or the formation of any
other secondary events, and is one of the shortest times calculated. In order to calculate
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the time of a droplet impact, the droplet size and velocity must be known. Equation 3.1
demonstrates the ratio used to calculate this time scale. Values for this and subsequent
time scales for the current simulation are presented in Section 3.3 for droplet impacts at
10 m/s and the Sauter mean diameter of 48 µm.
t di =

Section 3.3.2.2:

dd
vd

3.1

Time between droplet impacts

The time between droplet impacts was based on the volume of impinging fluid
simulated and the number of droplets modeled. Equations 3.2 – 3.4 represent how the
time between droplet impacts was calculated. Since the droplet size information was
calculated during the initial portion of the droplet initialization program block, the sum of
the volume of all impinging droplets was calculated.

An appropriate average time

interval between droplet impacts was assigned, for each simulation, by dividing the total
simulated time by the number of droplets modeled. In the present model it has been
assumed that all impacts occur at this regular droplet impact time increment. This is
certainly not what happens in the actual physical spray process, but is a necessary
assumption made to simplify the model.
Nrand

∑V

3.2

Vtotal
Q

3.3

ttotal
Nrand

3.4

Vtotal =

i

i =1

ttotal =

∆t =

Section 3.3.2.3:

Time for gravitational forces to collapse a crater

Two different types of waves can cause a fully formed crater to fill back in, where
the first are due to gravitational forces. This wave occurs when a small amount of the
liquid film is displaced and wants to go back to an undisturbed state under the influence
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of gravity. To better understand what is going on, consider the Froude number defined in
Equation 3.5. The Froude number may be thought of as the hydrodynamic equivalent of
the Mach number,
Fr =

U
c

3.5

where, U is the characteristic velocity, and c is the surface wave propagation velocity.
Equation 3.6 explains that the motion of a shallow water wave the propagation velocity
can be described in terms of the acceleration of gravity, g, the flow cross-sectional area,
A, and the free-surface width, B.

c= g

A
B

3.6

Simplifying for the case of a rectangular cross sectional area with a uniform depth, δ, the
Froude number can be written as Equation 3.7.

Fr =

U
gδ

3.7

Setting the Froude number equal to one by assuming critical flow will result in a free
surface wave velocity.

Fr =

U
gδ

=1

U = gδ

3.8
3.9

The corresponding time for a gravity wave to fill in a crater formed by an impinging
droplet is determined by distance traveled by the free surface.

Assuming an

axisymmetric crater filling from all directions, and assuming that the local liquid film
depth does not change, the time for a gravity wave to fill in a crater can be written as tg,
Equation 3.10. Here, R, is the radius of the crater formed by the impinging droplet. This
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time scale is typically the longest time scale computed in the present model; hence, it is
not expected that this physical mechanism of filling in a crater is likely to occur. Also,
note that this time scale would be irrelevant in Microgravity.

tg =

Section 3.3.2.4:

R
gδ

3.10

Time for surface tension wave to fill crater in

Setting the Weber number equal to one allows a characteristic speed for the
propagation of a capillary wave to be calculated as follows,

ρU 2 δ
=1
σ
σ
U=
ρδ

We =

3.11
3.12

here, ρ is the fluid density, U is the characteristic velocity, δ is the characteristic length
and s is the surface tension. Setting the Weber number equal to 1 and solving for velocity
results in a similar time scale equation for a surface tension wave filling in a crater left by
an impinging droplet. This time scale is significantly shorter than tg for the present
example case, and thus it is surface tension that governs crater fill in. This process would
be essentially unchanged whether in Earth gravity or in Microgravity.

tσ =

Section 3.3.2.5:

R

σ
ρd

3.13

Time to vaporize a droplet

For this time scale analysis the assumption is that the entire droplet is vaporized
after impingement. Focusing on the Latent heat of vaporization (i.e., assuming the
droplet has zero sub-cooling) and knowing the power supplied to the heater surface,
Q = ρ ∀ L = Pt
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3.14

where, Q, is the amount of energy released during phase change, ρ ∀ is the mass of the
vaporized liquid, L, is the Latent heat of vaporization, P, is the power supplied, and t is
the time for the vaporization to take place. Solving for the time yields an approximate
time scale for the crater to be heated to boiling and vaporized.
tV =

tV =

m (L + C p ∆T )
P

ρ∀(L + C p ∆T )

Pc
ρ∀(L + C p ∆T )
tV =
A
PH C
AH

3.15
3.16
3.17

A similar time scale is computed for the time for a droplet to reach the local
saturation temperature to begin boiling, as shown in Equation 3.18.

t st =

ρ∀(C p ∆T )
A
PH C
AH

3.18

These time scales have used the average heater surface heat flux.

Section 3.3.2.6:

Time for crater to reach heater edge

According to the data that has been identified detailing the droplet size and
velocity characteristics, the normal velocity component at impact is known at various
flow conditions. Therefore each droplet that does not hit the center of the heated surface
directly below the nozzle orifice will have a radial velocity toward the edge of the heated
surface. Using basic trigonometry the center of the crater impact location can be used to
calculate the radial velocity component of the impinging spray droplets; see Figure 3.5.
This radial velocity can then be used in conjunction with the angle around the heater
surface to resolve the radial velocity into x and y components that can be used to move
each crater on the heater surface.
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a)

b)

Figure 3.5: a) Transformation of droplets normal velocity component into a radial component b)
converting radial velocity into x and y components.

This radial velocity component will vary greatly from the inner portions with little
to no radial motion, to the outer edges that have larger radial velocity components. Time
scale estimates have been performed assuming that each droplet travels in a straight line
and has no curvature as mentioned in some of the published studies.
Table 3.6 presents calculations for a droplet impacting the surface at 12 m/s at
various radial positions with varying impact angles. The subsequent distance each crater
must travel, as well as the time to reach the outer edge of the heated surface is shown.
Table 3.6: Radial velocity component of impact crater.
Time to
Location
Radial
Distance
Angle [°]
Velocity [m/s]
Traveled [m]
edge [µ
µs]
0
0.00
0.008
--5
1.05
0.007
6566
10
2.08
0.006
2756
15
3.11
0.005
1492
20
4.10
0.004
866
25
5.07
0.003
494
30
6.00
0.002
250
35
6.88
0.001
79

Section 3.3.2.7:

Time Scale Estimates

Based on the equations and formulations explained in the previous sections it is
possible to calculate time scales for each droplet size. Table 3.7 shows the time scales in
order from smallest to largest times for the Sauter mean diameter of 48 µm for three
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different time scales. The first is the dimensional time in microseconds, the second is
non-dimensionalized with respect to the time between droplet impacts, and the third is
number of simulation intervals. These values are based on a flowrate of 10 GPH with a
droplet velocity of 12 m/s and a heater power of 100 W. The time between droplet
impacts is on the shortest order, while the time for waves to fill a crater back in are on the
largest order, and thus rarely occur.
Table 3.7: Time scale summary based on dimensional times, non-dimensional times and program interarrival times for a droplet with a Sauter mean diameter of 48 µm (1 pixel = 13.6 µm).
Dimensional
NonTime Scale
Inter-arrival
Dimensional
(µ
µs)
Time between droplet impacts
Time of droplet impact
Time for fastest crater to move 1 pixel
Time between impacts in a crater
Time of crater formation
Time of surface tension wave to fill in crater
Time to boiling
Time to cause droplet to boil and vaporize
Time of crown height collapse
Time for slowest crater to move 1 pixel
Time of gravity wave to fill in crater

Section 3.4:

5.50E-03
0.8
2.2
4.5
32
60
75
121
160
1083
1224

6.60E-03
1.0
2.6
5.4
38
72
89
144
192
1300
1469

1
152
399
813
5818
10977
13556
21866
29091
196970
222558

Description of crater formation program block

The third block of the program tracks the time evolution of each droplet
impact/crater formed and the previously existing craters that are covered over by the
current impact. This portion of the program also tracks the interactions of craters as they
form and assigns one of five color coded heat transfer regimes to each segment (pixel) of
the heated surface. The heated surface is plotted in a square region according to the
screen resolution of 1900x1200 (Figure 3.6), where each screen pixel represents a
rectangular prism with sides that measure 13.6 µm and have a height corresponding to the
film thickness. Figure 3.6 shows the layout of each of the five programming matrices.
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Matrix
Background
Heater
Surface

Figure 3.6: Image display matrix showing the heater surface.

An assumption that is made in this portion of the program is that the heated
surface is initially covered with a uniformly thick preexisting liquid film. The state of the
fluid on the heater surface is tracked and assigned one of five regimes. The first regime
is the undisturbed liquid film, and is assigned a color of dark blue. This color state is
achievable by either initial declaration, or by a previous crater filling back in.
Impingement constraints will dictate if a droplet will reach the heater surface and form a
full crater, or if the droplet will only partially penetrate the liquid film on the surface.
The second regime represents the formation of a crater that has not penetrated the
thin film fully. This portion of the heater surface will be colored medium blue, and
typically represents the initial impact state of the smaller droplets that do not penetrate
fully. Next, is the regime representing the period of time between droplet impact for
larger droplets that fully penetrate the liquid film and the onset of boiling; for these
droplets that fully penetrate the liquid film this regime is colored light blue. The fourth
regime occurs when the fluid present in the bottom of the crater has been heated enough
that the saturation point has been achieved and boiling starts. The image display from the
onset of boiling until the liquid vaporizes is orange. The final regime represents a region
of local dry-out of the heater surface, and occurs when a crater exists long enough for all
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the liquid in the thin film to vaporize from the heated surface. This regime is assigned
the color red. These colors have been selected for use in the images generated in the
fourth program block.
In this section of the program five matrices, each consisting of 1200x1200 cells,
where each cell represents one display pixel, are generated and manipulated
simultaneously as shown in Figure 3.7. The first matrix corresponds to the droplet
number that is currently active on each pixel sized region on the heater surface and is
called the number matrix. When a droplet forms a crater on the heater surface each pixel
covered by the new droplet impact crater will be occupied by the corresponding droplet
number.
The second matrix is the time matrix. This matrix records the time that the
droplet impacts the surface and the resulting crater is formed. The difference between the
current simulation clock time and the time of crater formation will provide the time scale
comparison values.
Third is the liquid film thickness, where the values associated with each pixel
represent the current film thickness on the heater surface at that location. This value will
either correspond with the undisturbed film value (the film value minus the penetration
depth, for small droplets) or the value of the bottom layer of the crater. Next, is the
velocity matrix which contains a value corresponding to the radial velocity of each crater.
This value can be used to track the movement of each crater across the heater surface.
Finally, the color matrix is the graphical representation of the state of the liquid
on the surface. There are five colors that correspond with different behavior regimes, as
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described previously.

The following sections will describe how the matrices are

monitored and changed based on all the events occurring on the surface.
Number Matrix
Time Matrix
Thickness Matrix
Velocity Matrix
Color Matrix

Figure 3.7: Matrices generated during the crater formation block of the program.

Section 3.4.1:

Pixel map crater identification

Once the five blank matrices have been established each impingement of a droplet
and the subsequent formation of a crater must be mapped by applying corresponding
values for droplet number, birth time, crater velocity, film thickness, and display color to
the appropriate matrices. Using the R and θ values from the droplet initialization block
the centroid of the crater can be identified. The simulation time is decreased by only
checking the cells of each matrix affected by a droplet impact.
Each matrix is 1200x1200 cells, while a droplet impact will change only a small
number of these cells. To accomplish this, the upper left corner and bottom right corner
of a square inscribed by a new crater are identified. A much smaller sub-matrix is
created, consisting of only the cells affected by the droplet impact. For example a 48 µm
droplet will produce a 128 µm crater, knowing that each cell represents a 13.6 x 13.6 µm
heater surface area, a 10 cell by 10 cell sub-matrix will be created. The use of sub-
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matrices reduces the number of cells required to be scanned from 1200x1200 to 10x10
for an average droplet. This simplification greatly speeds up the simulation.

Section 3.4.2:

Check for previous craters

Using the droplet number sub matrix the surface can be scanned to determine if
the new crater will overlap any of the previously-formed craters. The first step in this
section is to count the number of pixels that will be used to display the fresh crater. Each
crater on the surface has a corresponding number of pixels or surface area that it covers.
When a new impingement crater covers up a portion of a previously formed crater the
amount of the crater that is covered is tracked. Once a preexisting crater has been
covered by newly formed craters, so that only 50 percent the original crater remains, the
crater is “turned off” allowing the surrounding fluid to fill back in and reset the values to
their original values (i.e. no velocity or time for each pixel in the crater, and a color state
of dark blue, corresponding to an undisturbed liquid film).
Fresh Crater

Previous Craters
Figure 3.8: Sub matrix showing a fresh crater covering previous craters.
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Section 3.4.3:

Penetration depth

Not all droplets will impact the heater surface and form a complete deep crater
that extends from the surface of the thin film to the heater surface. Droplet size and
velocity in conjunction with the depth of the preexisting thin liquid film will dictate if a
droplet will penetrate fully to the heater surface. The calculation performed to determine
if a droplet penetrates completely is based on several assumptions. The droplet does not
deform, and the work done by the impact is done by lifting a column of liquid and
overcoming surface tension. This is a valid assumption according to Tan et al. (2001),
who say that the liquid diffusion rate can be calculated based on the fluid viscosity and
droplet impingement time.
Diffusion Rate = 

3.19

For the current simulation an average sized droplet will lose 0.57 µm of the overall 48 µm
diameter droplet, therefore these losses can be neglected. The second assumption of the
penetration depth calculation assumes that all the kinetic energy present when the droplet
impacts the liquid surface will be converted into work done on moving the liquid volume,
and increasing the liquid film surface area. The following derivation results in a quadratic
that can be solved to determine the penetration depth of the impinging droplet, Pd.
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Section 3.4.4:

Droplet splash

According to the work by Vander Wal (2006) not all droplets will splash. The
correlation developed shows that a droplet will create a splash only if the square root of
the Weber number exceeds a value of 20. Since very little research is available tracking
the volume of the secondary droplets and the distribution of fluid volume for droplets that
are predicted to splash, a value of 20 percent of the droplet volume has been assumed to
splash off the heater surface based on estimating high speed video footage and watching
the spray impingment process.

Section 3.4.5:

Collect fluid exiting the heater surface

Experimental testing of spray cooling can easily collect and measure the fluid as it
leaves the heated surface. During a computer simulation this is not as straight forward
but must be done just the same. Fluid can leave the surface when a droplet impacts the
edge of the heater surface, or when the movement of a crater causes the fluid to move off
the edge of the heater, or if the liquid on the surface is vaporized. This portion of the
program scans the surface collecting all this data, which can then be compared to the
amount of liquid being sprayed on the heater surface so that global mass conservation can
be tracked.

Section 3.5:

Description of movement and display program
block

The final segment of the present computer model is the movement and display
program block, which converts all the individual events occurring on the heated surface
into one image that is displayed graphically. By tracking each crater versus time, it is
possible to assign each unit area or pixel on the heated surface to one of the five heat
transfer color regimes described in this chapter. By plotting the heated surface with color
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coded regions it is possible to visually observe what is occurring on the heated surface
versus time. This program block can be broken down into five components. In order to
increase the efficiency of the program the movement and plotting do not occur after each
droplet impacts the heater surface. This is because during the time for a radial movement
equivalent to one pixel in the image display, there are many droplet impacts.

A

secondary loop is used to create display images based on the user input.

Section 3.5.1:

Crater movement calculations

The first step of this section of the model is to determine if any of the craters on
the heater surface have moved since the last time through the display loop.

To

accomplish this, a list of the active craters is generated. Using the list of active craters it
must be determined if any of the craters are moving and if so how far. Breaking the
radial velocity into components allows the crater to move incrementally in both the x and
y directions independently. Due to the display resolution chosen each pixel corresponds
to 13.6 microns. Therefore, the movement must be separated into two categories. The
first is an absolute distance traveled per time interval. The second converts the distance
traveled into complete pixels. Performing the calculation by this method prevents round
off from preventing the droplets from moving at all.

Section 3.5.2:

Crater movement

As described in the previous section the total distance each droplet moves per
display interval is calculated for each active crater.

Rectangular coordinates make

displaying the images much easier; however, it makes implementing radial motion much
more difficult. To accomplish this radial motion the heater surface has been broken
down into eight pie shaped segments shown in Figure 3.9.
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An important physical behavior that had to be implemented into the model was
crater movement after droplet impingement on the heater surface.

Therefore, to

accomplish this behavior the heater surface was scanned from the outside in. The outer
perimeter of an increasingly smaller box was scanned by breaking it down into eight
different segments. The direction of the scan was varied so that the scan was always
going in the opposite direction of the movement of the craters. These scanning directions
used are indicated in Figure 3.9. Scanning in this manner guaranteed that outward radial
motion would be realized resulting in final display settings.

Figure 3.9: Heater surface broken into eight scanning segments.

Section 3.5.3:

Calculate surface regime state

The state of each pixel of the display corresponds to a heat transfer regime on the
heater surface; undisturbed liquid, incomplete liquid film penetration, fresh crater, boiling
crater, and dried out crater. Using the time scales calculated based on the size of the
impinging droplet and the amount of liquid present on the heater surface, the current state
of each pixel was determined. The heater surface was scanned and each active pixel was
checked against the current simulation clock time to determine the resulting state. This
resulting state was mapped on the color matrix and used for plotting.
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Section 3.5.4:

Plotting

The color matrix represents a graphical interpretation of what was occurring on
the heater surface at the current time. This display was maximized to help the user see
what was occurring across the heater surface. Figure 3.10 shows one example of the
display that was created from the various matrices that are created at one instant in time.
The main portion of the display shows the heater surface with all of the active craters
displayed by color, to indicate the state of each crater. On the right a secondary plot
shows the time history of the percent of surface area covered by each heat transfer state.
Finally, the third portion of this display shows a numerical representation of what is
occurring at the time of the plotted image.

Section 3.5.4:

Movie

A useful tool of this program is the ability to convert a series of screen displays
into a movie clip. After each interval through the simulation a still image is captured of
the display. This image shows the present state of the heater surface, along with a strip
chart displaying the percentage of surface area covered by each heat transfer regime.
Viewing this movie gives the user the ability to observe how the state of the heater
surface changes over time. Depending on the number of droplets simulated and the
interval of display, individual craters can be followed from impingement to crater reset.
This allows the user to observe the transition from one heat transfer regime to another
and to see the movement of the craters on the heater surface, most commonly around the
outer edge.
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Figure 3.10: Heater surface broken into eight scanning segments.

Section 3.6:

Description of final calculations

Once the program has successfully simulated the desired number of droplets
several final steps must be taken. The first is to stop collecting new display frames and
close the movie, and then a simple command converts it into a universally viewable avi
format movie. Next summary data is structured for any post processing record keeping
of the events simulated. Finally the data is written to an output file and a program run
clock is turned off displaying the total simulation time for each data run.
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CHAPTER 4 : MONTE CARLO SIMULATION RESULTS
Section 4.1:

Introduction

The data obtained directly from this simulation was compared to previous
experimental data and recently obtained high speed video observations. This comparison
was limited by the quantity of data available, and since the results were mainly visual,
this process had to be broken down into individual comparisons with specific
experimental studies. Simulation data was compared against two major sources of data.
First, comparisons were made to the PDA data collected by Harris (2009), and secondly
the simulation results were compared to heat flux data measured by Kreitzer (2006).

Section 4.2:

Parameters tested

The simulation has been performed matching the experimental set up for data
published by Kreitzer (2006) and Glaspell (2006). A full description of the experimental
set up and test conditions can be found in either work. Both of these experimental works
used liquid coolant that was sprayed from a swirl atomized nozzle onto a small circular
heated surface that was placed on top of a pedestal. The pedestal was surrounded by a
sump and chamber as a part of a closed loop fluid management system. The pedestal
heater had a diameter of 16 mm, an active heating area of 1.46 cm2, with a 13 mm
distance between the nozzle and the heated surface.
Fluid properties were defined for a spray temperature of 25 °C, with nine degrees
sub-cooling. PDA measurements taken by Harris (2009) showed a droplet distribution
between 10 and 110 µm with a Sauter mean diameter of 48 µm at a flow rate of 10 GPH.
Another initial condition that was used was the fluid volume in the initial liquid film
present on the heater surface. The liquid film has been assumed to have a uniform
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thickness of 50 microns. This value falls within the published values of Selvam et al.
(2006), Pautsch et al. (2004), and Kreitzer and Kuhlman (2008).
Parametric variations of the simulation show how changing the various
parameters affect the model performance prediction. The most important parameter that
needed to be studied was how the liquid film reacted to various heater power settings.
Using a constant heat flux across the heater surface allowed for the simulation to reach
steady state in a predictable manner. Varying the heater power from 60 W to 160 W
ensured that the comparable experimental results were bracketed.
Another important parameter that was varied was the percentage overlap of a
crater that was assumed to occur before the time scales of the model would cover over an
existing crater. This amount of overlap represents the amount of a craters surface area
covered over by newly formed craters. Thus, for an overlap value of 25 percent, when at
least 25 percent of the crater surface area has been covered by newly impinging droplets
the remaining portion of the crater is reset to undisturbed fluid conditions. This is
equivalent to re-setting that crater’s lifetime back to zero. The assumed amount of
overlap was varied from 25 percent to 75 percent of the crater area before it was reset.
An important assumption that was made during the creation of this model was the amount
of fluid present on the heater surface. This value was varied from a thickness of 50
microns to 150 microns in order to study how the various liquid film thicknesses would
affect the heat transfer on the surface. The following sections present in detail the
simulation results for varying these parameters.
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Section 4.3:

Droplet diameter and radial flux distribution
comparisons

The first parameter checked against experimental results was the droplet diameter
distribution.

This was accomplished by comparing the PDA droplet diameter

measurements presented in Section 3.3.1 with a histogram representing the simulated
impinging droplet diameters. Figure 4.1a represents the measured PDA data for 58,000
spray droplets. This data has a skewed and shifted distribution. Matching this data
proved difficult, but using a percentage based bin wise distribution described in Section
3.3.1, the shape of the curve was accurately matched. Figure 4.1b represents the modeled
droplet diameters for 40,000 simulated droplets. Comparing the two figures shows a very
close similarity between the two curves. Not only is the overall shape matched, but the
small fluctuations and perturbations are also present in the simulated data.
Similarly the radial flux distribution had to be compared to the measured PDA
data. The process for generating the random radial flux values has been presented in
Section 3.3.1. Figure 3.4c presents the radial distribution used to generate the random
numbers. To collect this data a portion of the spray was deflected and the droplet number
flux was measured across the center line of the spray. The data was mirrored about the
center of the spray and averaged, providing values starting from the center of the heater
surface and moving radially outward. The original spray data presented in Section 3.3.1
shows that some of the spray misses the heater surface; therefore, the comparison has
only been extended to the outer edge of the heater surface or 8mm radial location in the
measured data. Figure 3.4c has been re-plotted in Figure 4.2 to show only the droplets
that hit the heater surface. Examining Figure 4.2a and b shows that again the trend has
been matched correctly.
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a)

b)
Figure 4.1: Droplet diameter distributions plotted in 2 micron bins for:
a) PDA measurements (Harris, 2009), b) Simulation results.

Section 4.4:

Crater lifetimes

From observing the impingement process with the aid of the high speed video
camera, average crater lifetimes were calculated. Because of the limits of the lighting
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and both the cameras spatial resolution and framing rates for the video imagery, only the
larger events could be successfully tracked on the heater surface after impingement.
Observing the impingement process and crater evolution gave crater formation and
collapse times that were on the same order. For the larger events that could be easily
seen, the lifetimes were on the order of 300 – 600 microseconds with rare events lasting
as long as 1 millisecond. The crater lifetimes were observed to be roughly proportional
to the size of the impinging droplet.
Analyzing the lifetime data for all impinging droplets of a 100,000 droplet
simulation showed two overall trends. The first trend mirrored the droplet diameter
probability distribution. This trend could be expected from the quantity of droplets
corresponding to each diameter. However, it was expected that more of the larger
diameter events would have had longer crater lifetimes. The second trend showed that
the average lifetime was relatively short, around 100 microseconds, with a small
percentage of craters lasting close to the total simulated time. Figure 4.3 presents the
crater lifetime results plotted as a function of the impinging droplet diameter. It appears
that below 40 µm, the craters die due to surface tension, while above 40 µm they get
covered over or reset.
Observing the spray behavior on the heater surface showed that the frequency of
impacts was denser in the center and became more spread out near the outer heater
radius. This can be attributed to the circumferential surface area increasing from the
heater center to the outer edge. Figure 4.4 shows that the average crater lifetime has an
opposite trend from the observed spray density on the heater surface, and increases with
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radial position (this is explained by the la
larger
rger number of impinging droplets per unit area

near the centerline). Figure 4.4 used the resulting data from a 40,000 droplet simulation.

a)

b)
Figure 4.2: Radial flux distribution across the spray centerline comparison for:
a) PDA measurements (Harris, 2009), b) Simulation results.
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Surface Tension Time Limit

Figure 4.3: Crater lifetimes plotted based on impingement droplet diameter.

Figure 4.4: Crater lifetimes plotted based on radial position.

Section 4.5:

Parametric Results

One of the great advantages of working with computer simulations is the ability to
quickly vary several of the test parameter values to see how they affect the results predicted

by the model.

With the current spray cooling model this was essential in order to
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determine how changing the lesser publicized parameters influenced the model predictions.
During the creation of the current model four parameters were identified that could be
adjusted to change the results of the simulations. The four parameters include: the number
of droplet simulated, the heater power, the amount of overlap of a crater to cause the crater
to be covered by fresh liquid, and the film thickness created by the impinging droplets.
Ranges of variation for these four parameters are presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Parametric variation parameter ranges.
Number of Simulated Droplets
100 – 200,000
Heater Power
60 – 160 [W]
Crater Overlap
25 – 75 %
Film Thickness
50 – 150 [µm]

Section 4.5.1:

Simulation size variation

The most important adjustable parameter was the number of droplets that could be
simulated. The number of droplets simulated has a large affect on the quality of the
random numbers generated. As mentioned in Section 4.3 the more droplets that are
generated the closer the Monte Carlo simulation matches the measured PDA data. This is
most important with low numbers of droplets because none of the craters have reached
the required time to boil or dry out. Therefore, as the number of simulated droplets
increases the surface behavior changes drastically, until the surface can reach steady
conditions. To accomplish a uniform test the values for heater power, overlap, and film
thickness were held constant while the number of simulated droplets increased from 100
droplets to 200,000 droplets, as shown in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Simulation length variation of heater surface behavior.
Number of Simulated Droplets
100 – 200,000
Heater Power
100 [W]
Crater Overlap
50 %
Film Thickness
50 [µm]
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Figure 4.5 shows how the number of droplets changes the surface behavior for the
same operating conditions until relatively steady operating conditions were reached by
approximately 25,000 drops.

Similarly by looking at the strip chart of the surface

behavior the overall surface trends can be observed. Several simulations were performed
verifying that the “worst case” simulations still reached steady state by 25,000 drops.

Figure 4.6 presents the surface area percentage covered by each type of heat transfer
regime versus the number of impinging droplets. Finally, Figure 4.7 shows that varying
the number of droplets simulated increases the execution time for a simulation in a linear

fashion.

Since this relationship is linear, the expected simulation run time can be

estimated.

conditions.
Figure 4.5: Simulation size variation showing steady operating conditions

Section 4.5.2:

Crater overlap criteria

The second parameter that was varied was the percent of crater overlap that was
assumed to be necessary in order to reset a crater. Very little research has been identified
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describing exactly how craters behave and interact during formation in close proximity
with new or previously existing craters. Therefore, a representat
representative
ive value had to be
established that would take precedence over the time scales for boiling, vaporization, and
surface tension collapse in these circumstances. Multiple droplets constantly impact the
same area of the heater surface and were greatly influe
influenced
nced by the neighboring crater
formations. Thus, some craters needed to be reset to the initial thin-film state before the

corresponding time scales for dryout or crater collapse were reached.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 4.6: Resulting surface behavior for three simulation sizes a) 1,000 drops, b) 10,000 drops, c)
100,000 drops.

Figure 4.7: Simulation run time as the number of simulated droplets increases.
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In order to test the overlap parameter the spray simulation was run multiple times.
Each set of data used a fixed overlap value and varied the heater power from 60 to 160
W. Table 4.3 represents the values for all the adjustable parameters according to each
simulation data set. All three data sets were modeled using 40,000 simulated droplets
with a flow rate of 10 GPH and film thickness of 50 µm.

Overlap [%]
25
50
75

Table 4.3: Overlap criteria parametric variation.
Heater Power [W]
Flow Rate [GPH]
Film Thickness [µ
µm]
60-160
10
50
60-160
10
50
60-160
10
50

The first study used an overlap value of 25 percent.

Figure 4.8 shows the

predicted behavior of the liquid on the heater surface for varying heater power, tracking
the percentage of heater surface area assigned to each heat transfer regime. For this
investigation the amount of surface area covered by the undisturbed fluid and craters not
fully impinging through the thin liquid film on the heater surface remain fairly constant.
This consistency shows a good repeatability of the simulation results. Trends for the
percentage of heater surface area covered by craters with boiling liquid and dried out
craters increase with higher heater power settings, while the percentage of craters of fresh
liquid decreases. Using overlap criteria of 25 percent limits the lifetime of the craters,
therefore, preventing some craters from staying active long enough to reach boiling and
vaporize. Watching the simulation videos and comparing the number of active craters
with the high speed video footage shows too much undisturbed fluid present with an
assumed overlap value of 25 percent, so that CHF would never be reached.
Repeating the same testing procedure for an overlap value of 50 percent changes
the behavior on the heater surface as seen in Figure 4.9. While the values change, the
overall trends of each heat transfer regime stay the same as was seen in Figure 4.8.
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Again both the percentage of heater surface area covered by undisturbed fluid and the
craters of partially penetrated droplets remain fairly constant. The amount of boiling

craters slightly increases; however, the percentage of fresh craters decreases and the
percentage of dried out craters increase dramatically, but steadily.

Figure 4.8: Heat transfer regimes broken down by percentage of surface area for 25 percent overlap.

The final variation of the overlap criteria increased the value to 75 percent. This
increase changes the overall numerical values of the resulting simulation data, but
variations versus heater power follow the same trends.

Again the behavior of the

undisturbed fluid, partial craters and boiling craters remains the same. However, Figure
4.10 shows a much steeper increase in the percentage of dried out surface area along with
a steady decrease of freshly formed craters. However, the amount of droplets present on
the heater surface that are claimed to be active is far greater than what is seen with the
high speed camera. Therefore, this higher assumed value of overlap is judged to not be a
realistic representation of the surface behavior.
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Figure 4.9: Heat transfer regimes broken down by percentage of surface area for 50 percent overlap.

Figure 4.10: Heat transfer regimes broken down by percentage of surface area for 75 percent overlap.

Looking at the three percentages of overlap values before crater reset, shows how
the surface behavior remains similar for each case. A higher heater power causes craters
to reach boiling and dry out faster
faster.. Looking at the percentage of the heater surface
covered by craters where boiling is occurring has increased to about 25 % for the 75%
overlap value, compared to around 19% for the 50% overlap value, and around 8% for
the 25% overlap value. Increasing the amount of overlap required to reset a crater shows

the variability of the model; however, utilizing too high a percentage of overlap increases
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crater lifetimes too much.

Similarly too small a percentage of overlap resets most

droplets before they can reach boiling or dry out. Therefore, after examining these results
a value of 50 percent overlap was chosen for the remainder of the parametric studies.

Section 4.5.3:

Film thickness variation

One of the parameters with a range of published values is the film thickness
created by the impinging spray. While this value ultimately depends on the impingement
velocity and fluid properties, a parametric observation of how the film thickness will
affect the surface behavior was desired. Figure 4.11 presents how the heat transfer
regimes on the heater surface change with respect to the assumed film thickness created
by the impinging spray droplets. For these simulations, 40,000 droplet impacts were
simulated where the heater power was set to a constant value of 100 W with an overlap
value of 50 percent, while the film thickness was increased from 50 µm to 150 µm as
shown in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Film thickness parametric variation.
Heater Power [W]
Flow Rate [GPH]
Film Thickness [µ
µm]
50
100
10
75
100
10
100
100
10
125
100
10
150
100
10

Overlap [%]
50
50
50
50
50

The biggest observation made from this variation was the significant increase in
the amount of droplets that do not form complete craters as film thickness increases. As
a direct result the amount of time required for these craters to reach boiling or dryout
increases, therefore the overall level of boiling and dry out on the heater surface
decreases with an increased film thickness value.
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Figure 4.11: Film thickness variation for a heater power of 100 W and 50 percent overlap.

Section 4.5.4:

Average film topography and mass balance

Also, the overall surface volume has been checked, and integrated over the entire
heater surface, for the same range of assumed liquid film thicknesses as presented in

Section 4.5.3. Table 4.5 shows the average heater volume once the system has reached
steady state for varying film thicknesses (this occurs after 25,000 droplet impacts). As
was expected an increase in the thickness of the preexisting liquid film increased the

value of the steady state fluid volume on the surface. Since the simulation is started with
a uniform film thickness without any craters the initial volume present on the heater
surface is greater than when steady conditions are reached. Figure 4.14 shows an initial
decrease in surface volume as the droplet impacts create craters. Once the simulation has
reached steady state the surface volume is approximatel
approximately
y one third of the original

volume, as documented in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Heater Surface Volumetric Balance.
3
Surface Volume [m ]
Percent of Original Film [%]
Film Thickness [µ
µm]
50
3.26E-9
32.4
75
5.06E-9
33.6
100
6.95E-9
34.6
125
9.06E-9
36.1
150
1.13E-8
37.6
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µm
µm
µm
µm
µm

Figure 4.12: Film thickness surface volume balance for a variation of film thicknesses and for a heater
power of 100 W with 50 percent overlap.

In the effort to speed up the simulation time through the use of the five data
matrices as shown schematically in Figure 3.7 along with the sub-matrices, the ability to
track the mass balance was lost. The difference between the two versions is very small,
but the resulting increase in speed was quite significant, at just less than half the original

simulation time. The current version of the program uses matrix operations to replace all
the cells corresponding to a dead crater
crater,, while the older versions scanned each cell in

each matrix using loops to accomplish this task. This change in programming prevents
the ability to store all the values that were replaced. However, a fluid mass (volume)
balance was performed with the older versions of the program before this change.
The volume balance was performed based on steady state mass conservation,

$ %& = $ '()

4.1

The density is assumed constant and thus the mass balance can be written as,

*%& = *'()
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4.2

The volume introduced to the heater surface is the sum of all of the droplets simulated.
The volume that leaves the surface is broken into three components: the volume of the
fluid vaporized, the volume of fluid that moves off the edge of the heater surface, and the
volume of fluid that is splashed off the heater surface per time step (note, the volume
splashed off the heater surface has been assumed to be 20 percent of the splash volume).
*%& = ∑/,0&
*,'-,%
%1
*'() = ∑8)3%1 2*!0- + *3

3

+ *4-5046 7

4.3
4.4

The final volume of fluid in is assumed to be the accurate true value. Using these
calculations a percent error in the volume conservation for the simulation is calculated to
be between 12 and 14 percent for a 25,000 droplet simulation at 10 GPH.

Section 4.5.5:

Simulation coolant variation

In order to show that this simulation can be performed using various fluids,
properties for water and FC-72 were used to see how the fluid parameters affected the
behavior of different testing fluids. Properties for FC-72 were obtained for a temperature
of 25 °C, producing 31 °C sub-cooling, and for water at 75 °C producing 25 °C sub-cooling
(the values for water were chosen to produce a similar amount of sub-cooling). The
properties of all three fluids tested are listed in Table 4.6. Using these input parameters the
simulation was run for 40,000 drops, at a flow rate of 10 GPH, using 100 W heater power,
with a film thickness of 50 µm and an overlap percentage of 50 for each of the three fluids.
The resulting surface behaviors for the three fluids are compared in Figure 4.13.
Examining the resulting display images presented in Figure 4.13 indicates that the two
Fluorinert fluids behave very similarly. However, the properties of water produce a much
larger amount of droplets that do not penetrate fully, thus increasing the amount of time for
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the individual craters to reach boiling. This large surface behavior difference follows the
general trend of the maximum reported heat flux achieved by the different types of fluids
(on the order of 1000 W/cm2 for water and 100 W/cm2 with Fluorinerts).
Table 4.6: Fluid properties for HFE-7000, FC-72, and Water at testing conditions.
HFE-7000
FC-72
Water
T [°C]
25
25
75
1680
1400
975
ρ [kg/m3]
0.01369
0.01
0.06475
σ [N/m]
2
3.22E-7
3.85E-7
1.034E-6
µ [m /s]
Cp [J/kg-K]
1300.2
1100
4194
L [J/kg]
142000
88000
2270000
Tsat [°C]
34
56
100
9
31
25
∆T [°C]

Figure 4.13: Heater surface display for simulations of varying fluids a) HFE-7000, b) FC-72, c) Water.

Section 4.6:

Simulation Results

Visual results were one of the advantages of using MATLAB as the programming
language. This section demonstrates how the heater surface changes visually from one
simulation to another. Figure 4.14 shows how the state of the fluid on the heater surface
changes based on the total number of droplets simulated for the same operating conditions.
Figure 4.5 has shown that a simulation reaches a steady operating state at approximately 25,000
droplets, therefore simulation display images from increasing simulation lengths beyond this
point look very similar. Figure 4.15 presents how increasing the heater power from 60 W to
140 W changes the heat transfer regimes on the heater surface. The most noticeable change
between the three images is the amount of red or dried out surface area. An increase in the
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heater power for the same conditions shortens the time required for liquid in the crater to reach
boiling, and to dry out. Changing the assumed film thickness as presented in Figure 4.16
shows an increase in the number of partially formed craters and decreases in the amount of
liquid boiling and dried out surface area as the film thickness is increased.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 4.14: Display of the heater surface for simulations of increasing number of
droplet impacts a) 1,000, b) 10,000, c) 100,000.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 4.15: Display of heater surface for a simulation of 40,000 drops with an overlap value of 50
percent a flow rate of 10 GPH and a film thickness of 50 microns for: a) 60 W, b) 100 W, c) 140 W.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 4.16: Display of heater surface for a simulation of 40,000 drops with an overlap value of 50 percent a
flow rate of 10 GPH and a heater power of 100W for film thicknesses of: a) 50 µm, b) 100 µm, c) 150 µm.
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Section 4.6.1:

Contact line length heat flux comparisons

Three different techniques have been developed in efforts to compare and present the
heat transfer data obtained from the current model. The first is based on the work of Horacek
et al. (2005), where they used a combination of an experimental determination of the wetted
area fraction and the contact line length per unit area to report the heat flux. Using the five
heat transfer regimes present on the heater surface provided an excellent method to directly
calculate the wetted area. However, the amount of vapor bubbles, due to nucleate boiling,
that were present in the boiling region was unknown.

Therefore, the reported values

computed from the present simulations are high for the wetted area, and the values for the
contact line length are low.
The contact line is the border between the wetted area and the vapor or dried out
areas on the heater surface. MATLAB’s image processing toolbox was used to calculate the
contact line length between the wetted areas and vapor areas on the heater surface. The final
output image displaying the five heat transfer regimes was used to perform the contact line
length calculation. The border of the dried out portion of the heater is the first component of
the contact line length; the second is the border of the boiling fluid on the heater surface.
A function was written that would convert the full color image into a black and white
image, where the region of interest was white and the rest of the surface was black. This
function was performed twice to identify the contact line length around the regions of boiling
fluid, and around the dried out fluid regions. The border length was converted from a pixel
length to mm, using the dimensions of the image pixels (each pixel represents a 13.6 x 13.6
µm heater area). In order to match the measured data from Horacek et al. (2005) the

measured contact line was converted to a contact line length per unit area by dividing by the
total surface area resulting in values with units of mm/mm2. Figure 4.17a shows the original
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image before post processing, taken from a simulation with 40,000 droplets at 100W, using a
flow rate of 10 GPH, for an assumed film thickness of 50 mm, and 50 percent overlap.
Figure 4.17b presents the converted image only showing the portion of the heater surface that
is red and has dried out. The border between the white (dried out) portion and the black is the
first half of the contact line length. This process was repeated again for the boiling liquid on
the heaters surface.

a)

b)

Figure 4.17: Results for a 40,000 droplet simulation with a flow rate of 10 GPH, 50 mm film thickness, and 50
percent overlap for: a) original display image, b) modified image only showing the dried out region.

Using the results presented in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 of Horacek et al. (2005) the
measured wetted area fraction and contact line length per unit area were converted into a
more traditional heat flux versus temperature differential plot. This method only considers
the heat transfer in the two phase regions on the heater surface. Table 4.7 and Figure 4.18
present the resulting predicted variation in heat transfer behavior based on the contact line
length calculations of Horacek et al. (2005). The contact line length results show that the
heat flux is predicted to increase with an increase in heater power; however the increase
occurs in a linear fashion and does not match the measured experimental values shown for
Kreitzer (2006).
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The results are lower than expected; but this is expected to be because the amount of
vapor pockets created during nucleate boiling occurring in the boiling region on the heater
surface is unknown. A correlation would be needed for the number of nucleation sites in the

boiling regions in order to be able to fully implement this concept
concept.. Using this correlation
would provide a better estimate of the contact line length, increasing the reported heat

transfer and creating a steeper two phase portion of the boiling curve.
Table 4.7: Heat flux calculations based on work by Horacek et al. (2005).

Heater Power

Wetted area fraction

Tw-Tsat (°C)

70
100
140
210

0.95
0.90
0.85
0.75

5
14
17
21

CLL/unit area
(mm/mm2)
9.99
10.86
11.28
12.00

Heat Flux (W/cm2)

22
25
26
28

Figure 4.18: Estimated heater surface heat flux values based on contact line length.

Section 4.6.2:

Rohsenow heat transfer equations comparison

The second method used to compare the results generated by the simulation, was a
combination of equations developed by Rohsenow for nucleate boiling, as presented in Bejan
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(2004). Rohsenow showed that experimental results for pool boiling could be approximated
"
, with the heat flux
by adding the heat flux from the two phase nucleate boiling region, 9&:

from the single phase convection, 9<" , occurring on the heater surface, as shown in Equations
4.5 – 4.7 (Bejan, 2004). The heater surface area status, from the simulation, has been used to
determine what fraction of the heater surface is undergoing each type of heat transfer,
Equation 4.8.
"
9" = 9&:
+ 9<"
"
9&:
= =5 ℎ? @
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"
9" = %:'%5 ∗ 9&:
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4.8

In order to properly use these equations several assumptions had to be made. The
biggest assumption made was estimating a value for the temperature difference. Since the
current model does not report temperatures directly, Tw–Tsat values were extracted directly
from measured experimental data, for spray cooling with HFE-7000, presented in Figure 5.6
of Kreitzer (2006) for a flow rate of 8 GPH. Other assumptions that needed to be made
included the values of Rohsneow’s empirical constants for HFE-7000. The latent heat of
vaporization was assumed to remain constant with increasing heater temperatures, because
the pressure was known to be constant. A value for the convective heat transfer coefficient in
Equation 4.7 was calculated using the Dittus-Boelter correlation as recommended by
Rohsenow, Equation 4.9.
VW = 0.019[\ /] ^ _. =
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6` 5
b

4.9

Here, hc is the convective heat transfer coefficient, l is the characteristic length (here, the
heater radius has been used), and k is the thermal conductivity of HFE-7000.
Changing the input values for Equations 4.5 – 4.8 produced increasing values for the
heat flux as a function of Tw–Tsat. The nucleate boiling portion of Equation 4.5 was multiplied
by the percent of the heater surface experiencing boiling, and the convective portion was
multiplied by percent of heater surface occupied by fresh craters. The values generated from
the equations follow the expected trend, however, the results presented in Table 4.8 and Figure
4.19 were initially slightly lower than the experimental results, and eventually lie above the
experimental values. The number and percentage values used match the simulation data
presented in Figure 4.9 for 10 GPH are 50 µm film thicknesses, and 50 percent overlap.
Examining the difference between the values calculated from the simulation percentages using
Rohsenow’s equations shows that the effect of the convective term during the single phase
region of the boiling curve is not as strong as it should be. Changing the assumptions used to
obtain the convective heat transfer coefficient would increase the influence of convection.
Obtaining more accurate input values for these equations would perhaps yield closer results.
Table 4.8: Data used and results for heat flux calculations based on Rohsenow equations.

Heater Power
60
100
120
140

hfg (kJ/kg)
142
142
142
142

Csf
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

S
1
1
1
1
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Tw-Tsat (°C)
4.8
15.0
19.3
23.8

Heat Flux (W/cm2)
11.4
30.6
57.9
100.0

Figure 4.19: Estimated heater surface heat flux values based on Rohsenow equations.

Section 4.6.3:

Nusselt number calculations

The final method that was used to relate the heat transfer information obtained with
the simulation to experimental and numerical results is through use of the Nusselt number.
The Nusselt number is a good measure of the heat transfer occurring on a heated surface,

Equation 4.10.
VW =

65
b

4.10

Here, h, represents the average heat transfer coefficient, l, is a characteristic length (here, the
average crater size is used), and k is the thermal conductivity of the fluid (HFE-7000 for the
simulation and FC-72 for the experiment)
experiment).. The heat transfer coefficient can be represented as
a heat flux over Tw–Tsat, Equation 4.11 and 4.12.
h= H

c"

I BHJKL

VW = bH

c" 5

I BHJKL 
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4.11
4.12

Using the heat flux values presented in Figure 4.19 a Nusselt number was calculated
for both the experimental data, and the simulation data. The maximum reported experimental
heat flux occurred at 71.6 W/cm2 with a Tw-Tsat of 29 °C. Using the fluid properties for the
experimental fluid, FC-72, and using a characteristic length corresponding to the average
crater radius (48 µm droplet Sauter mean diameter * 2.67) produced a Nusselt number of
55.5.
Using the measured heat flux over the experimental surface area of 1.46 cm2, an
applied heat level of 110 W was used. Using the results of the Rohsenow equations for an
applied heat load of 100 W resulted in a heat flux of 16.9 W/cm2 with a Tw-Tsat of 18 °C.
Using the same characteristic length and the simulation fluid properties for HFE-7000, a
comparable Nusselt number of 16.0 was calculated.
The reported Nusselt number depends heavily on the assumed values for
characteristic length. Table 4.9 looks at how the resulting Nusselt number would change
with different assumptions for the characteristic length. Once the average crater radius was
chosen, the amount of temperature change was adjusted to see how the values responded.
The final assumptions have been highlighted.
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Table 4.9: Nusselt number calculations for varying input parameters (final assumptions in highlighted).
2

Heat Flux [W/cm ]
Characteristic Length

Heater Diameter [m]
Heater Radius [m]
Avg. Crater Diameter [m]
Avg. Crater Radius [m]
Avg. Droplet Diameter [m]

Thermal Conductivity
[W/m-K]

Tw-Tsat [K]
Nusselt number

2

Heat Flux [W/cm ]
Characteristic Length

Heater Diameter [m]
Heater Radius [m]
Avg. Crater Diameter [m]
Avg. Crater Radius [m]
Avg. Droplet Diameter [m]

Thermal Conductivity
[W/m-K]

Tw-Tsat [K]
Nusselt number

Experimental Data
716000 716000 716000
0.016
0.008
2.56E-04

716000

716000

716000

716000

1.28E-04

1.28E-04

1.28E-04

1.28E-04

716000

4.80E-05
0.057

0.057

0.057

0.057

0.057

0.057

0.057

0.057

29
6930.4

29
3465.2

29
111.0

25
64.4

27
59.6

29
55.5

31
51.9

29
20.8

169000

169000

169000

169000

169000

1.28E-04

1.28E-04

1.28E-04

1.28E-04

Simulation Data
169000 169000 169000
0.016
0.008
2.56E-04

4.80E-05
0.075

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.075

18
2003.0

18
1001.5

18
32.1

14
20.6

16
18.0

18
16.0

20
14.4

18
6.0
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CHAPTER 5 : EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
Section 5.1:

Introduction

Numerical correlations corresponding to all of the parameters needed to
accurately model spray impingement were not available in the existing literature.
Therefore, experimentation with the aid of a high speed video camera has been used to
determine additional information about the impingement process and the resulting crater
motion and surface film behavior.
This chapter will be broken into two sections. The first section will briefly
present experimental data on heat flux data gathered using the same set up that has been
described in Kreitzer (2006).

The second section of this chapter corresponds to

observations and measurements obtained from high speed video visualization of the spray
impingement process. Only a few typical example images will be presented, to indicate
the type of information that can be obtained from the high speed video visualizations.
The main focus of the current work has been on using the Monte Carlo simulation
method to develop a model to depict the detailed physical processes occurring on a
heated surface after droplet impingement has occurred. While most of the correlations
and assumptions used within the model are from published research, some data was not
available and needed investigated further. Recently the high speed video camera used in
previous WVU spray cooling research was made available again to WVU under short
term loan from AFRL (Air Force Research Laboratory). This enabled additional high
speed video to be acquired over the past few months. Significantly better high speed
visualizations were achieved primarily due to the development of better illumination
techniques. In order to provide access for optics and lighting, the experimental apparatus
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had to be modified and simplified.

All of the recent high speed video was captured

utilizing a simplified open loop modification of the previous experimental apparatus.
This was accomplished without surface heating and using flow rates ranging from 7 GPH
to 10 GPH.

Section 5.2:

Experimental heat transfer values

The present Monte Carlo spray cooling model is based on a specific experimental
spray cooling setup that was used previously to measured impingement heat flux values.
This section will provide a brief overview of the experimental setup used; however, an in
depth explanation has been described in Kreitzer (2006).

Figure 5.1 represents a

schematic of the closed loop experimental spray cooling setup. The experimental setup
consisted of two separate flow loops. The first was a water loop encircling the spray
chamber. The purpose of this loop was to keep the testing conditions constant inside the
spray chamber. The second loop was the coolant fluid management loop consisting of a
reservoir, nozzle pump, spray chamber, sump pump, and a heat exchanger.

Figure 5.1: Schematic of experimental setup flow loops (Kreitzer, 2006).
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The experimental apparatus was built so that it could be taken onboard NASA’s
C-9 microgravity research aircraft; however, this never occurred. Figure 5.2 shows the
experimental design as tested. The base of the test rig housed the fluid management
system, heater power controls, and the data acquisition system. Using this experimental
setup, test parameters could be varied, including: flow rate and heater power. Adjusting
these variables gave a wide array of test conditions that could be measured.

Spray Chamber

Data acquisition
system

Reservoir and
flow meters

Heater power
controller

Power switching
unit

Figure 5.2: Experimental test rig Kreitzer, 2006).

The most important aspect of the experimental test rig was the spray chamber.
The spray chamber was designed to provide uniform spray conditions onto an electronic
heater surface, Figure 5.3. This was accomplished by mounting a thick film resistive
heater onto a pedestal with thermocouples mounted directly below the heater at various
depths (Note, a clear ITO heater could also be used for visualizations from the bottom of
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the heater, however this heater was not as reliable). Nozzle spacing was important,
because it was desired for the entire spray to cover the heater surface without any
overlap. Using a 16 mm diameter heater and a FullJet nozzle, the separation distance was
dictated to be 13 mm. A sump and sump pump were used to collect the fluid once it had
moved off the heater surface.

The entire spray setup was mounted inside a metal

chamber with view ports on either side.

Spray

Nozzle

TFR Heater
Surface
Pedestal
Sump

Figure 5.3: Spray chamber schematic (Kreitzer, 2006).

The chamber setup was similar to the spray cooling apparatus used at AFRL;
Baysinger (2004). Using the test rig described in Figure 5.1 through Figure 5.3 an overall
heat flux value was measured across the heater surface as the power level increased as
presented in Kreitzer (2006). Looking at the results of one particular experimental study,
shown in Figure 5.4, for the coolant FC- 72 with a flow rate of 9.5 GPH, and ∆T subcooling of 35°C the onset of CHF occurs between 60 and 70 W/cm2.
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For this test the

thick film resistive heater was used as the simulated heat source. Examining the data
collected from the data acquisition system shows that the overall trend of the heat flux
follows the standard two phase boiling curve. Once the heater surface has reached CHF

the heat flux values level out, and then fall off as the heater itself fails. Similarly Kim
(2007) tested an ISR full cone spray nozzle on a manufactured flat surface with a flow

rate of 1.1 GPH. Figure 5.5 presents Kim’s data reproduced, showing the same heat
transfer trends and similar heat flux values to Kreitzer (2006).

Figure 5.4: Experimental data for 10 GPH spray setup (Kreitzer, 2006).

Figure 5.5: Experimental data for 20 psig spray nozzle impingement on a flat surface (Kim, 2006).
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Section 5.3:

High speed visualizations

The values presented in this Section have been estimates gathered from analyzing a
series of individual frames of the processes of droplet impingement and liquid film motion
taken from a high speed video camera. Providing enough light to properly illuminate the
spray cone and heater surface was a challenge which limited the information that could be
obtained. A Vision Research Phantom V 4.2 high speed video camera was used to capture
different physical aspects of the spray impingement process. This camera was capable of
operating at framing rates as high as 96,000 frames per second (fps) (at reduced spatial
resolution) with an exposure time of 2 microseconds. However, due to lighting limitations
the framing rate was usually set below 10,000 fps with an exposure time of 30
microseconds or greater. Another limiting factor was the resolution of the high speed video
camera sensor. The camera was capable of capturing full frame images with a resolution of
512x512 pixels at a framing rate of 2,200 fps. In order to increase the framing rate the
camera used smaller portions of the sensor to a resolution as small as 32x32 pixels.
Therefore, there was a tradeoff between image size and framing rate.
A Nikon 200mm macro lens with an aperture range from f4 to f32 was used to fill
the image sensor with heater surface and impinging spray with little dead space.
Adjusting the lens settings allowed for various amounts of light to be let into the camera.
Opening up the aperture fully, to an f-stop of 4, provided maximum light, but reduced the
depth of field; resulting in only a small portion of the heater surface and impinging
droplets being in focus. Using a wide open aperture expanded the allowable framing rate
to as high as 25,000 fps. Conversely, setting the lens to an f-stop of 32 provided a very
large depth of field, but restricted the framing rate to no faster than 2,500 fps with a
relatively high exposure time.
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Closed loop coolant based spray cooling is difficult to capture using high speed
imaging techniques because the apparatus was enclosed, limiting the available light. The
initial experimental setup was modified and simplified to provide access for better
lighting and imaging optics. The resulting test apparatus was an open flow, water based
spray basin. Using this setup technique lights were mounted facing three sides of the
heater surface. The lighting setup consisted of three 800 – 1000 W work lights with two
located behind, and one below, and a 25 million candle power spot light from the side. In
order to collimate the light output from the spot light, a Fresnel lens was placed in front
focusing the spotlight into a quarter sized beam of light capable of being focused directly
on the spray and heater. The experimental setup just described is shown in Figure 5.6.
The resulting high speed visualization setup did not use a heated surface. The
spray impingement surface was a 1.25 inch diameter transparent quartz disc. Using a
larger sized spray surface required a larger spacing, of 1.125 inches, from the nozzle to
the surface. This adjustment revealed that the spray was not fully atomized for the prior
experimental setup which used a 13 mm nozzle-to-heater spacing for the heat transfer
studies. A rotometer and pressure gauge were installed between the water reservoir and
the spray nozzle to record spray conditions.
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Back lighting

Spot light and Fresnel lens
Spray nozzle and target surface

Open water reservoir

Pump and power supply

Figure 5.6: High speed spray impingement visualization setup.

Section 5.3.1:

Crater formation and droplet size

Using the setup described in Section 5.3 various spraying conditions and
viewing angles were adjusted to maximize the framing rate and depth of field of the high
speed video footage.

Additionally, a range of lighting methods and illumination

directions were tried. The resulting high speed video images were set up such that the
width of the spray surface corresponded to the maximum resolution of the camera field of
view. Cropped images enabled faster framing rates. Figure 5.7 presents an example of
typical droplet impingement craters on the surface. A clearly-imaged freshly formed
large crater (approximately 1.24 mm in diameter) is present toward the center of the
spray surface. The depth of field for this particular image is reasonably good. The image
was obtained for a set up with testing conditions at a flow rate of 9 GPH, a framing rate
of 2900 fps, an f-stop of 16, an exposure time of 310 µs, and a resolution of 512x384
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pixels. Closely examining Figure 5.7 shows how varied the thickness of the liquid level
appears on the impingement surface.

Figure 5.7: Non heated surface showing a crater for
formed
med from a droplet impact.

Using images like Figure 5.7 and the correlation of droplet size to impingement
crater size developed by Sivakumar and Tropea (2002) it is possible to estimate the size
of the impinging droplet from the resulting crater diameter. However, it was not possible
to get quantitative data from full resolution framing rates. This is because the average

lifetime of a crater is on the order of to the exposure time used in Figure 5.7, thus from
one frame to the next essentially the entire crater pattern on the surface has changed.
Therefore, in order to follow and track individual droplets on the surface much higher

framing rates and shorter exposure times had to be used.
The video from which Figure 5.8 was obtained for a spray flow rate of 10 GPH, at

8100 fps, with an f-stop of 8 and a 110 µs exposure time with an image resolution of
256x256 pixels. At this framing rate a 123 microsecond interval is produced between
frames, which shows a crater lifetime of 493 microseconds for this series of images. The
size of the impinging droplet can be determined from the size of the crater formed, which
in this case was 15 pixels wide. Using the initial camera setup where the horizontal
resolution of 512 pixels was the same as the target surface diameter of 1.25 inches, one
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can calculate that each camera pixel represents 62 microns. The ratio of crater radius to
droplet diameter is 2.67, so the size of the impinging droplet is 174 microns. Image a)
shows the initial impact of the droplet, b) and c) shows the crater formation, d) and e)

shows the crater collapse and f) shows the final remnants of the crater.
a)
t = 0 µs

d)
t = 371 µs

b)
t = 123 µs

c)
t = 247 µs

e)
t = 494 µs

f)
t = 618 µs

Figure 5.8: Series of consecutive images at 8100 fps showing droplet impact and crater formation and
lifetime.

Another phenomenon that was observed during the analysis of the high speed
video clips was an instant where two same-sized droplets hit side by side, one shortly

after the other. This video footage was taken for a spray flow rate of 9 GPH at 16000 fps,
an f-stop of 5.6 an exposure time of 47 microseconds with a resolution of 512x64 pixels.
Figure 5.9 a) shows the left droplet approaching the surface slightly ahead of the right
droplet and thus the impingement of the right droplet trails that of the left droplet. Figure
5.9 b) shows the initial impact of the two droplets, c) and d) show that the initial growth
of the two droplets occur at the approximately the same rate. Figure 5.9 e) and f) show
that the left crater or first crater to impact is clearly smaller, and measurements show a
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diameter that is 2/3 the size of the right crater. The resulting behavior of impacts of two
neighboring droplets, and the subsequent crater formation looks very similar to the model
of Roisman and Tropea (2001), see Figure 2.13.

a) t = 0 µs

Two droplets about to impact surface

b) t = 62.5 µs
Initial impact of two same size droplets

c) t = 125 µs
Initially growing at same rate

d) t = 312.5 µs
Right crater starts to get larger

e) t = 562.5 µs
Right crater is noticeably larger

f) t = 812.5 µs
Left crater is only 2/3 size of right crater
Figure 5.9: Series of images at 16000 fps of two nearly simultaneous droplet impacts and the crater size
variation.

Section 5.3.2:

Crater and surface fluid movement

Playing back the high speed video footage at low framing rates allows for
individual craters to be identified and tracked versus time. This process showed that
while most of the motion on the surface is due to movement of the bulk liquid film, most
of the craters do have a radial velocity that can be measured.

Figure 5.10 shows the

progression of a single crater on the impingement target surface through four consecutive
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frames. A white box indicates the area of the target surface examined. The spray
conditions for this video are a flow rate of 7 GPH, and a framing rate of 11000 fps with

an exposure time of 31 µs and an f-stop of 4 and a resolution of 384x128 pixels.
a) t = 0 µs

b) t = 91 µs

c) t = 182 µs

d) t = 273 µs

Figure 5.10: Series of images at 11000 fps showing crater movement.

These settings provide a narrow band of the target surface that is in focus. Figure

5.10 a) shows a crater in the process of forming and moving. Looking closely at the left
edge of the crater it is clear that the crater is moving from right to left from image a) to
image d) where the spacing line is much closer to the center of the crater. Focusing on
the center and left edge of the crat
crater
er allows the movement and growth to be measured.
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The left edge of the crater moves from 29 pixels from the left edge of the image to 21
pixels from the left edge. The center of the crater moves from 41 pixels to 36 pixels.
The left edge of the crater moves 8 pixels in four frames for a rate of speed of 1.9 m/s,
and the center of the crater moves 5 pixels in the same time for a speed of 1.2 m/s.

Section 5.3.3:

Spray Atomization

During the experimental setup of the high speed camera, it was identified that the
larger target surface needed a larger spacing between the nozzle and surface to allow for
complete coverage of the surface by the impinging spray.

When the spacing was

increased the atomization level of the spray was observed to be more complete at impact.
With a smaller spacing the droplets had not fully broken apart and the amount of large
sheets or filaments of liquid hitting the surface was judged to be relatively high. Upon
increasing the spacing the amount of large events occurring on the surface decreased
dramatically.
Figure 5.11 represents a side view of the spray at the increased spacing of 31 mm
compared to the initial spacing of 13 mm. The spray was set to a flow rate of 9 GPH
with a framing rate of 8100 fps, an f-stop of 4 and an exposure time of 40 µs with a
resolution of 256x256 pixels. Looking at this image it was obvious that the spray was not
fully atomized near the nozzle, with large strings of fluid or filaments present. As the
distance from the nozzle was increased the spray breaks up and smaller droplets were
formed. Therefore, it was determined that the Spraying Systems FullJet spray nozzles
need a certain minimum separation distance to ensure that the spray has fully formed and
that the amount of large events (impacts of liquid filaments, ligaments, or sheets) present
has decreased significantly.
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Spray nozzle
Large filaments
of liquid

Strings of fluid

Fully atomized
spray
Figure 5.11: Side view of spray showing atomization.

Section 5.3.4:

Summary of high speed visualizations

High speed visualizations allow a much better understanding of what is occurring
on the heater surface during droplet impingement.

However, the resolution of the

camera, and lighting conditions limited the ability to clearly see all the details of the
impingement process and surface behavior. Using the video footage taken using the high
speed video camera it was possible to observe the impact of a droplet into the liquid film
present on the heater surface. One could also observe the time
timeline
line of growth and collapse
of the resulting crater formed during impingement. While most of the craters formed and
collapsed between frames and had lifetimes below 300 µs some of the longer events
lasted as long as 1 millisecond. Another major surface behavior that was observed with
the high speed video was crater movement. This was ultimately impl
implemented
emented into the

spray cooling simulation. The observed crater formation and collapse lifetimes were
used primarily as a comparison between the code and observed spray behavior.
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CHAPTER 6 : DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Spray cooling droplet impingement and the resulting surface film behavior was
modeled successfully using the Monte Carlo method. Numerous design iterations took the
simulation from an initial concept and produced a final working model of spray impingement
on a heated surface using correlations from the literature, along with calculated physical time
scales. This was accomplished by matching randomly generated numbers with probability
density functions corresponding to measured droplet diameter and radial flux spray data
approximating a Spraying Systems 1/8-G FullJet spray nozzle at a flow rate of 10 GPH.
Droplet impingement on the heated surface resulted in crater formation on the heated surface
that could be followed from impact to vaporization and dryout utilizing time scales. The
current model is capable of simulating hundreds of thousands of droplet impacts representing
a few milliseconds of the actual heat transfer process in a few hours of computational time
using a current generation quad core PC.
Comparing non-dimensional groupings with values previously published in the
literature shows consistency. The chosen simulation flow rate produces droplets with a
velocity of 10 m/s and an average diameter of 48 µm, resulting in Weber numbers with a
range of 300 – 1350, Reynolds numbers with a range of 750 – 3500, and Ohnesorge numbers
with a range of 0.01 – 0.025. Simulation results show dramatic increases in heater surface
dry out when the heater power is increased. This dryout is more pronounced near the outer
edge of the heater surface, consistent with experimental observations.
The current simulation is an ever changing representation of the current state of the
art in spray cooling research. Several basic impingement parameters were identified during a
literature review. The first parameter was the data necessary to form the Monte Carlo spray
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droplet generation. Harris (2009) used a PDA to measure the droplet diameter distribution
and radial number flux for the chosen spray nozzle.

The next parameter investigated

determined the number of droplet impacts resulting in a splash. Vander Wal et al. (2006)
developed a splash/non-splash boundary; where droplets with a square root of We greater
than 20 create a splash. Another important parameter checked was impinging droplet
penetration depth. This value determined if the droplet would penetrate the liquid film
completely, thus forming a full crater. For all parameters tested more than 90 percent of the
droplets penetrated the liquid film on the heater surface and formed a complete crater.
Finally, a relationship was identified that related the size of a spray droplet to the resulting
crater size, where, crater radius was determined to be 2.67 times the size of the impinging
droplet diameter (Sivakumar and Tropea, 2002).
Simulation results were compared with experimental heat transfer data and observed
high speed video footage. Increasing the heater power from 60 W to 160 W showed a
dramatic increase in the amount of surface area that was dried out. The increase of drying
out events agrees with how the heat flux increases during experimental tests. One of the
most basic parametric tests was to vary the number of spray droplets simulated. This
investigation revealed that the each simulation needed to be at least 25,000 drops or
approximately 140 microseconds of simulation time before the surface behavior was
predicted to have reached a steady operating state. The lifetimes of the resulting craters were
compared with high speed images. While most of the impinging droplet lifetimes remained
below 100 microseconds, a few events lasted greater than 500 microseconds for a 100,000
drop (550 microseconds) simulation.
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Film thickness values presented in the research cover a wide range of depths;
therefore, a parametric variation across the thickness range was desired. The resulting
surface map shows that as the film thickness increases the amount of droplets boiling and
dried out decrease. Using time scales as the basis for the five heat transfer regimes on the
heater surface did not account for crater interactions.

Therefore, a value had to be

implemented that would reset a crater that had been partially covered over by newer craters.
It was determined that once a craters surface area had been overlapped by more than 50
percent that the remainder of the crater would be reset, assuming the thin liquid film in the
crater was recovered by the surrounding liquid returning that region of the heater surface to
undisturbed conditions.
Simulation heat flux values were compared to experimental values using three
techniques. The first used a contact line length in an effort to reproduce a standard heat flux
∆T plot. The resulting curve followed the proper trend, however, showed no non-linear

behavior due to the onset of two phase heat transfer. This discrepancy was due to the lack of
a needed correlation for the amount of nucleation sites in the boiling region of the heater
surface. The second method used equations developed by Rohsenow for heat transfer in flow
boiling. These equations combined the heat flux due to nucleate boiling with the heat flux
generated by single-phase convection. Using the resulting surface area percentages generated
by the present simulation, a heat flux curve was generated that was in reasonable agreement
with matched the experimental data. Using the heat flux values calculated by these equations
produced a Nu of 16, while values read from the experimental data produced a Nu of 55.5.
Recommendations for future work began during the development of this simulation,
where only a small fraction of the known parameters that influence the heat transfer rate were
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implemented. It is desired that future efforts with this simulation include correlations for as
many parameters as can be successfully identified, thereby, growing the capabilities of the
model. Also, an exhaustive test for different nozzles, flow rates, geometries, and fluids is
suggested as more measured data becomes available. Another simulation improvement
would be a simple graphical user interface that would present the user with options to change
various parameters without worrying about programming syntax.
Recent access to a high speed video camera has produced highly promising video
results.

However, analyzing these results in great detail is limited by the resolution,

illumination, and framing rate of the camera used. Nevertheless, a deeper understanding of
the liquid movement on the heated surface was achieved. The present model uses radial
movement of the craters imparted by a radial component of velocity, while the motion of the
remaining liquid film has not been tracked. High speed video footage has shown that waves
of liquid moving from the center to the edge of the heater cover over most craters before they
collapse back in on themselves. The next design iteration of the Monte Carlo model should
incorporate this effect.
It is desired for future spray cooling efforts to use a camera with higher spatial
resolutions, and framing rates, and to develop better lighting conditions. Examining the
resulting data should produce a better understanding of the impingement process and the
resulting fluid behavior on the impingement surface.

Additionally, adding more

sophisticated modeling of the heating capabilities to the high speed visualizations would
allow analysis of nucleate boiling behavior and the onset of CHF.
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APPENDIX A
This Appendix presents the entire simulation code. It has been commented so the reader can follow what is
going on, even if they are not familiar with this particular programming language.
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% Paul Kreitzer
% West Virginia University
% Spray Cooling Heat Transfer
% 15 April 2010
% This program will simulate spray impingement onto a heated surface
% using the random function in MATLAB to perform a Monte Carlo simulation
%__________________________________________________________________________
%__________________________________________________________________________
clc
%
Clear the command window
clear all
%
Clear the screen
tic;
%
Start a clock to time program run time
Nrand = 1000000;
%
Set the number of droplets to be simulated
Intvl = 20;
%
Set the number of frames to be plotted
Htpwr = 100;
%
Set the heater power level
overlap = 0.50;
%
Set the amount of overlap required to reset crater
Flmth = .000050;
%
Film Thickness [m]
%__________________________________________________________________________
% Initialize the movie command
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Set the movie name as the number of droplets interval and power
Name = [Nrand Intvl Htpwr];
Movnm = num2str(Name, '%g');
%
maximize the figure window and set it to the top left corner of the
%
screen
figure('units','normalized','outerposition', [0 0 1 1]);
figure(1)
%
Open the movie command that will enable the grabbing of individual
%
screen images during the simulation
mov=avifile(Movnm,'compression','Cinepak');
%__________________________________________________________________________
%__________________________________________________________________________
% Input Experimental Conditions
%__________________________________________________________________________
% Input Calculations
Step = round(Nrand/Intvl);
Flwrt = 10;
%
[GPH]
%
[um]
Davg = 0.000048;
vavg = 4/3*pi*(Davg/2)^3;
%
[m3]
gpm = Flwrt/60;
%
flow rate / 60 min/hr
m3s = gpm * 0.000063;
%
Conversion factor gpm --> m3/s
% tbtwdi = 1/(m3s/vavg);
%
determine the droplet interarrival time
Vel = 12; % [m/s]
% Define Initial Size Constraints
Nozzle = 0.013;
pxA = 0.00001379^2;
%
Area of one Pixel
pxS = 0.00001379;
%
Size of each pixel in m
Dheat = 0.016;
% Size of the heater surface in meters
Rheat = Dheat/2;
% Physical Properties for HFE-7000 SI Units @ 25 Degrees C
L = 142000;
% Latent Heat [J/Kg]
Rho = 1400;
% Liquid Density [Kg/m^3]
Sigma = 0.01369;
% Surface Tension [N/m]
Cp = 1300.2;
% Specific Heat [J/kg-K]
DeltaT = 25;
% Temperature Deferential [K]
% Heater Area [m]
HtrA = 1.46E-04;
Htra = 2.01E-4;
% Pedestal Area[m]
Nu = 3.225E-7;
% Kinematic Viscosity [m2/s]
g = 9.81;
% Gravitational Force [m/s]
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%__________________________________________________________________________
%__________________________________________________________________________
% Generate the droplet information Matrix
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
(1) Number each droplet as it impinges on the heater surface
Num = (1:1:Nrand)';
%
(2) Generate a random droplet diameter based on a bin-wise
%
representation of Richard Harris's PDA data
Dd = RandomBinsDick10psi(Nrand);
Rd = Dd./2;
Rc = Dd.*2.67;
%
Can be used to check the diameter distribution
%
[Diam] = hist(Dd,56);
%
(3) Convert the random droplet size into a crater size and convert
%
from m to pixels
Dc = round(Rc.*2*1160/Dheat);
%
(4) Generate random radial locations on the heater surface between
%
0 (center) and 8mm (outer radius) based on Harris PDA data
r = RadialFlux(Nrand);
%
(5) Convert the radial location in meters into a number of pixels
R = round(r*1160/0.016);
%
(6) Make sure that the droplet crater does not hit the edge of the
%
border causing the program to stop. Replace any droplet that
%
will hit the wall with a new random number.
b = 1;
while b < Nrand
radcheck = R(b);
%
Heater Radius
cratercheck = Dc(b)/2;
%
droplet Radius
limit = radcheck + cratercheck;
%
maximum Radius
if limit >= 595
rb = RadialFlux(1);
%
Generate 1 new radius
R(b) = round(rb*1160/0.016);
%
Convert to pixel location
b = b - 1;
%
Check new radial location
end
b = b + 1;
end
%
(7) Generate a random theta location using a uniform distribution
TH = 2*pi*(rand(Nrand,1));
%
(8) Convert the R and theta values into x and y values
xc = R.*cos(TH);
yc = R.*sin(TH);
%
(9) Position the droplet on the heater surface, making the center
%
the origin
Xc = round (xc) +600;
Yc = round (yc) +600;
%
(10)
Calculate the angle of each impinging droplet
Phi = atan(r/Nozzle);
%
(11)
Determine the droplet radial velocity in x and y components
%
at impact from the known normal velocity Harris PDA data
RVel = Vel .* tan(Phi);
Velx = RVel.* cos(TH);
Vely = RVel.* sin(TH);
% (12)
Calculate the area of the surface covered by the crater
A = pi*Rc.^2;
% (13)
Calculate the volume of the droplet
Vdrop = (4/3)*pi*Rd.^3;
% (14)
Adds the clock time to the master Data Matrix for post
%
processing
Vtotal = sum(Vdrop);
Ttotal = Vtotal/m3s;
tbtwdi = Ttotal/Nrand;
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Tcl = (Num.*tbtwdi-tbtwdi);
% (15)
Calculate the time to reach boiling for each droplet
Tb = (Rho.*(Vdrop)*(Cp*DeltaT))./(Htpwr.*A/HtrA);
% (16)
Calculate the time to heat and vaporize each droplet
%
i.e. Dryout
Tv = (Rho.*(Vdrop)*(L+Cp*DeltaT))./(Htpwr.*A/HtrA);
% (17)
Calculate the time for a surface tension wave to fill in
%
a crater (Note: Gravity wave time scale is much larger and
%
therefore neglected in this simulation)
Tst = (Rc)./((Sigma/Rho/Flmth)^(1/2));
% (18)
Reynolds Number
RE = (Vel.*Dd)/Nu;
% (19)
Weber number
WE = (Vel^2.*Dd*Rho)/Sigma;
% (20)
Ohnesorge number
OH = ((WE).^(1/2))./RE;
%
(21)
Calculate the splashing limit established by Vander Wal
vdw = sqrt(WE);
%
Vander Wal
%
(22)
Calculate the non-dimensional film thickness, Cossali
dstar = Flmth./Dd;
%
Cossali
%
(23)
Calculate the penetration depth of an impinging droplet
qa = (Rho*g*pi*Dd.^2)/8;
%
a coefficient of the quadratic
qb = (Sigma*pi.*Dd);
%
b coefficient of the quadratic
qc = -(Rho*pi*Vel^2*Dd.^3)/12; %
c coefficient of the quadratic
Pd = ((-qb+((qb.^2-4.*qa.*qc).^(1/2)))./(2.*qa))/10;
%
(24)
Generate empty matrix cells for crater motion tracking
mx = Velx .* 0; %
Velx is used just to call a preexisting array
my = mx;
Mx = mx;
My = mx;
Cpx = mx;
%
Count the pixels of each crater
CpxC = mx;
%
Count of how many pixels have been covered up
PctC = mx;
%
Make a Matrix of all generated values in the information matrix
%Data = [Num Xc Yc Dd Dc Tcl Tb Tv Tst RE WE OH TH RVel vdw dstar Pd];
%
Make a second matrix that will be used to track the movement of
%
each crater
MOVE = [Num Velx Vely mx my Mx My Cpx CpxC PctC];
TIME = zeros(Nrand,6);
Tco = mx;
Tlt = mx;
%__________________________________________________________________________
% Set up Initial Image dimensions on constraints
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Initialize the information needed to plot each colored pixel
S = Step;
%
Display Interval
m = 1;
%
Counting Variable
%
Counting Variable
p = 1;
r = 1;
%
Counting Variable
c = 1;
%
Counting Variable
%
Generate Base images that can be used to draw the heater surface
%
and each of the impinging droplets
Set the border yellow
BaseCm = ones(1200, 1200) * 0.6; %
THM = zeros(1200, 1200);
% BaseTHM = THM;
%
Set up limits of heater surface area, leaving a 20 pixel border
%
around the heater on all sides
%
Set the heater color to be Dark Blue
color = 0;
Dp = 1160;
%
Pedestal Diameter
xp = 600;
%
Centroid location for the heater in x and y
yp = 600;
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%
Convert the centroid location into top left and bottom right
%
coordinates for the outer edge of the crater
tlx = round(xp - Dp/2 + 1);
tly = round(yp - Dp/2 + 1);
brx = round(xp + Dp/2);
bry = round(yp + Dp/2);
%
Generate single row matrix of numbers from -Dd/2 to Dd/2 by an
%
interval of 1
Y = (-(Dp-1)/2:1:(Dp-1)/2);
X = Y;
%
Define a base Image for the crater to be drawn on
ovIm = 2 * ones(1200,1200);
backIm = ovIm;
%
This portion of the code draws the circle in a Dc x Dc space that
%
can be translated onto the base image during each step through the
%
loop
foreIm = ones(Dp,1) * (X.*X/(Dp/2)^2) + (Y.*Y/(Dp/2)^2)' * ones(1, Dp);
%
Measure the size of the crater in pixels (matrix that is n x n)
cratersize = size(foreIm,1);
%
Insert the crater onto the base image by looking up the x and y
%
locations on the base image and replacing them with the values in
%
the newly created crater image
backIm(tlx:brx,tly:bry) = foreIm(1:cratersize,1:cratersize);
ovIm = backIm;
%
Need to put in code here that will conserve the mass of the
%
impinging droplet with the mass of the pre-existing liquid on in
%
the thin film present on the heaters surface. This should be a
%
look up
BaseCm(ovIm <= 1) = color;
THM(ovIm <= 1) = Flmth;
CM = BaseCm;
%
Defines three manipulation matrices to start with zero everywhere
NM = zeros(1200, 1200);
TM = NM;
VM = NM;
%
Defines initial percentages of each color for the side strip chart
Pred = 0;
Pmag = 0;
Pcyn = 0;
Plblue = 0;
Pblue = 100;
%
Plot the heater surface and label, adjusting the font size
Volumein = 3.015E-8;
%
Volume of preexisting fluid on heater surface
Volumeout = 0;
Vvap = 0;
Vleave = 0;
thin = 0.05;
%
Set the % of liquid left at bottom of each crater
vapthick = 7.71E-10;
replaced = 0;
ACTIVE = 0;
tlx
tly
brx
bry

=
=
=
=

round(Xc
round(Yc
round(Xc
round(Yc

+
+

Dc./2
Dc./2
Dc./2
Dc./2

+ 1);
+ 1);
);
);

%__________________________________________________________________________
% Run through the crater analysis for each droplet that impinges on the
% heater surface
%__________________________________________________________________________
for i = 1:Nrand
%
Convert the centroid of each crater into the top left
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%
bottom right locations of the square that would be inscribed
%
by each circle using the drawOvalFill.m command
%
Sum the volume of fluid sprayed onto the heater surface
Volumein = Volumein + Vdrop(i);
%
Generate single row matrix of numbers from -Dd/2 to Dd/2 by an
%
interval of 1
Y = (-(Dc(i)-1)/2:1:(Dc(i)-1)/2);
X = Y;
%
Define a base Image for the crater to be drawn on
ovNm = 2*ones(1200,1200);
%
This portion of the code draws a circle in a Dc x Dc space that
%
can be translated onto the base image each step through the
%
loop
foreNm = ones(Dc(i),1) * (X.*X/(Dc(i)/2)^2) + (Y.*Y/(Dc(i)/2)^2)' * ones(1,
Dc(i));
%
Insert the crater onto the base image by looking up the x and y
%
locations on the image and replacing them with the values in
%
the newly created crater image
prethick = THM(tlx(i):brx(i),tly(i):bry(i));
%
Read preexisting
thicknesses
prepix = NM(tlx(i):brx(i),tly(i):bry(i));
%
Read preexisting crater
numbers
ovNm(tlx(i):brx(i),tly(i):bry(i)) = foreNm(1:Dc(i),1:Dc(i));
NM(ovNm <= 1) = Num(i);
VM(ovNm <= 1) = RVel(i);
presize = size(prethick,1);
prerow = 1;
precol = 1;
pixelcount = 0;
HIT = 0;
HITS = 0;
prevol = pi*Flmth*(Dd(i)/2)^2;
%
Generate a vector of all the active droplets on the heater
%
surface this vector will change size each time through the loop
ACTIVE = [ACTIVE; i];
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Test to see if the newly formed crater hits any preexisting
%
craters and keeps track of the number of pixels covered up
%__________________________________________________________________________
while prerow <= presize
precol = 1;
while precol <= presize
%
Check the crater image against the pedestal image to
%
obtain the amount of volume that is already present on
%
the heater surface where the new droplet is hitting
pixelcheck = foreNm(prerow,precol);
%
Compare the two matrices and count up all the mass
%
present on the heaters surface
if pixelcheck <= 1
%
Count the number of pixels covered by the new
%
crater
pixelcount = pixelcount + 1;
%
Check to see if the crater hits any preexisting
%
craters
numcheck = prepix(prerow,precol);
if numcheck >= 1
cpxc = MOVE(numcheck,9);
MOVE(numcheck,9) = cpxc + 1;
%
Keep track of any droplets that have been
%
covered up
HITS = [HITS; numcheck];
end
end
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precol = precol + 1;
end
prerow = prerow + 1;

%

increase the row interval

%
increase the column interval
end
MOVE(i,8) = pixelcount;
%
update the number of ith pixels
%__________________________________________________________________________
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Check the craters that have been hit to see if any got covered up
%__________________________________________________________________________
h = 1;
if size(HITS,1) > 1
HITS(1) = [];
HIT = unique(HITS);
end
hit = size(HIT,1);
if HIT > 0
for g = h:hit
hitnum = HIT(h,1);
%
Calculate the percent of the crater covered by new craters
MOVE(hitnum,10) = MOVE(hitnum,9)/MOVE(hitnum,8);
%
Matrix manipulation to erase all traces of each dead crater
if MOVE(hitnum,10) >= overlap
CM(NM == hitnum) = 0;
TM(NM == hitnum) = 0;
VM(NM == hitnum) = 0;
THM(NM == hitnum) = Flmth;
NM(NM == hitnum) = 0;
ACTIVE(ACTIVE == hitnum) = [];
hits = hitnum;
Tco(hitnum) = Tcl(i);
%
MOVE(hitnum,:) = zeros(1,10);
end
h = h + 1;
end
end
newvol = prevol + Vdrop(i);
%__________________________________________________________________________
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Splashing based on the work of Vander Wall et al 2006
%__________________________________________________________________________
if vdw(i) >= 20
%
splashpct = 0.8274*expmdemo1(0.2055*dstar(i));
% Exp
splashpct = 0.5367*dstar(i)+1.0499;
%
Linear
newvol = newvol - splashpct*Vdrop(i)*.20;
%
20 percent of the
%
fluid leaves the heater surface
Vleave = Vleave + splashpct*Vdrop(i)*.20;
end
newvolo = newvol * thin;
%
% remains at the bottom of the crater
thickness = newvolo / (pi*(Dc(i))^2);
% (7) Calculate the time to reach boiling for each droplet
Tb(i) = (Rho*(newvolo)*(Cp*DeltaT))/(Htpwr*A(i)/HtrA);
% (8) Calculate the time to heat and vaporize each droplet
Tv(i) = (Rho*(newvolo)*(L+Cp*DeltaT))/(Htpwr*A(i)/HtrA);
%__________________________________________________________________________
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Check the Penetration Depth of each impinging droplet
%__________________________________________________________________________
if Pd(i) <= Flmth
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thickness = thickness + (Flmth-Pd(i));
else
end
THM(ovNm <=1) = thickness;
TM(ovNm <= 1) = Tcl(i);
CM = BaseCm;
row = 1;
Mass = 1;
vol = 0;
%__________________________________________________________________________
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Scan to make sure the droplet has not traveled off the pedestal
%__________________________________________________________________________
THM(ovIm >= 1) = 0;
TM(ovIm >= 1) = 0;
VM(ovIm >= 1) = 0;
NM(ovIm >= 1) = 0;
CM(ovIm >= 1) = 0.6;
%__________________________________________________________________________

%__________________________________________________________________________
%__________________________________________________________________________
% Plotting Loop
%__________________________________________________________________________
%__________________________________________________________________________
if i == S
r = 1;
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Adjust movement matrix
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Since the craters will move partial pixels per each time step
%
there must be a method that will keep track of the partial
%
fractions of pixels that each crater moves each time step
%
Set the loop counter at crater number 1 for each time
%
through the time step
act = size(ACTIVE,1);
acts(act == 0) = [];

%
%

loop = 1;
while loop <= acts
actnum = acts(loop);
%
Clear out the pixel move column
MOVE(actnum,6) = 0;
MOVE(actnum,7) = 0;
%
Figure out how much the crater moves each time step
xmove = MOVE(actnum,2) * (1000*1160*tbtwdi/160) * Step;
ymove = MOVE(actnum,3) * (1000*1160*tbtwdi/160) * Step;
xm = MOVE(actnum,4);
ym = MOVE(actnum,5);
%
Increase the crater move columns
MOVE(actnum,4) = xm + xmove;
MOVE(actnum,5) = ym + ymove;
MOVE(loop,4) = xm + sign(MOVE(loop,2))*.9;
MOVE(loop,5) = ym + sign(MOVE(loop,3))*.9;
if (MOVE(actnum,4)) >= 1
%
calculate the number of complete pixels that can be
%
moved in the x direction
cx = MOVE(actnum,4);
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floorx = floor(cx);
MOVE(actnum,6) = floorx;
MOVE(actnum,4) = cx - floorx;
elseif (MOVE(actnum,4)) <= -1
cx = MOVE(actnum,4);
ceilx = ceil(cx);
MOVE(actnum,6) = ceilx;
MOVE(actnum,4) = cx - ceilx;
end
if abs(MOVE(actnum,5)) >= 1
%
calculate the number of complete pixels that can be
%
moved in the x direction
cy = MOVE(actnum,5);
floory = floor(cy);
MOVE(actnum,7) = floory;
MOVE(actnum,5) = cy - floory;
elseif (MOVE(actnum,5)) <= -1
cy = MOVE(actnum,5);
ceily = ceil(cy);
MOVE(actnum,7) = ceily;
MOVE(actnum,5) = cy - ceily;
end
loop = loop + 1;
end
%__________________________________________________________________________
%__________________________________________________________________________
% Moving the fluid on the heater surface
%__________________________________________________________________________
measure = size(VM);
upper = measure(1);
center = upper/2;
%
Define the base images to work with
%
Define the working limits of the image (i.e. upper and lower limits
%
for the matrix in both the x and y directions)
xleft = 1;
xright = upper;
ytop = upper;
ybottom = 1;
o = 0;
p = 1;
% diag = 5;
%
Start the velocity transformation loop
%_______________________
%| |-->
|
<-- | |
Break the heater surface into four
%| v
1
|
2 v |
sub-sections 1-4
%|__________|___________|
%| ^
4
|
3 ^ |
Scan each sub-section in two directions
%| | -->
|
<-- | |
in order to move from the outside in
%|__________|___________|
for j = 1:center;
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Box 1
%
Scan left to right
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Read in the values of the upper and lower limits that can be
%
manipulated with each time around the box
xlower = xleft + o;
%
Start at x = 1 increment by 1 to 600
xupper = xright/2;
%
Hold constant x = 600
yupper = ytop - o;
%
Start at y = 1200 decrease to y = 601
ylower = ytop/2 +1;
%
Hold constant y = 601
while xlower <= xupper
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if yupper >= ylower
%
Check to see if the cell has a velocity (for this case we are
%
only concerned if it is a different color)
%
If there is a velocity (i.e. different color) then move it to a
%
different location and replace the existing cell with the
%
information from the destination cell. This will change when
%
you have multiple droplets moving, because the values will have
%
to be averaged.
if VM(xlower,yupper) > 0
%
look up the initial position and velocity for each cell
%
containing a crater
craternum = NM(xlower,yupper);
if craternum == 0
else
Movex = MOVE(craternum,6);
Movey = MOVE(craternum,7);
end
%
Perform the cell swapping of each of the four matrices
shiftVM = VM(xlower,yupper);
replaceVM = VM(xlower+Movex,yupper+Movey);
VM(xlower+Movex,yupper+Movey) = shiftVM;
VM(xlower,yupper) = replaceVM;
shiftTM = TM(xlower,yupper);
replaceTM = TM(xlower+Movex,yupper+Movey);
TM(xlower+Movex,yupper+Movey) = shiftTM;
TM(xlower,yupper) = replaceTM;
shiftNM = NM(xlower,yupper);
replaceNM = NM(xlower+Movex,yupper+Movey);
NM(xlower+Movex,yupper+Movey) = shiftNM;
NM(xlower,yupper) = replaceNM;
shiftTHM = THM(xlower,yupper);
replaceTHM = THM(xlower+Movex,yupper+Movey);
THM(xlower+Movex,yupper+Movey) = shiftTHM;
THM(xlower,yupper) = replaceTHM;
shiftCM = CM(xlower,yupper);
replaceCM = CM(xlower+Movex,yupper+Movey);
CM(xlower+Movex,yupper+Movey) = shiftCM;
CM(xlower,yupper) = replaceCM;
else
end
%
Increase the counter so that we can move to the next cell
%
across till we hit the end
xlower = xlower + 1;
else
end
end
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Box 1
%
Scan top to bottom
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Read in the values of the upper and lower limits that can be
%
manipulated with each time around the box
yupper = ytop - p;
%
Start at y = 1199 decrease by 1 to 601
ylower = ytop/2 + 1;
%
Hold constant y = 601
xupper = xright/2 - 1;
%
Hold constant x = 599
xlower = xleft + o;
%
Start at x = 1 increase to x = 599
while yupper >= ylower
if xlower <= xupper
%
Check to see if the cell has a velocity (for this case we are
%
only concerned if it is a different color)
%
If there is a velocity (i.e. different color) then move it to a
%
different location and replace the existing cell with the
%
information from the destination cell. This will change when
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%
you have multiple droplets moving, because the values will have
%
to be averaged.
if VM(xlower,yupper) > 0
craternum = NM(xlower,yupper);
if craternum == 0
else
Movex = MOVE(craternum,6);
Movey = MOVE(craternum,7);
end
%
Perform the cell swap
shiftVM = VM(xlower,yupper);
replaceVM = VM(xlower+Movex,yupper+Movey);
VM(xlower+Movex,yupper+Movey) = shiftVM;
VM(xlower,yupper) = replaceVM;
shiftTM = TM(xlower,yupper);
replaceTM = TM(xlower+Movex,yupper+Movey);
TM(xlower+Movex,yupper+Movey) = shiftTM;
TM(xlower,yupper) = replaceTM;
shiftNM = NM(xlower,yupper);
replaceNM = NM(xlower+Movex,yupper+Movey);
NM(xlower+Movex,yupper+Movey) = shiftNM;
NM(xlower,yupper) = replaceNM;
shiftTHM = THM(xlower,yupper);
replaceTHM = THM(xlower+Movex,yupper+Movey);
THM(xlower+Movex,yupper+Movey) = shiftTHM;
THM(xlower,yupper) = replaceTHM;
shiftCM = CM(xlower,yupper);
replaceCM = CM(xlower+Movex,yupper+Movey);
CM(xlower+Movex,yupper+Movey) = shiftCM;
CM(xlower,yupper) = replaceCM;
else
end
%
Increase the counter so that we can move to the next cell
%
across till we hit the end
yupper = yupper - 1;
else
end
end
%__________________________________________________________________________
%__________________________________________________________________________
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Box 2
%
Scan right to left
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Read in the values of the upper and lower limits that can be
%
manipulated with each time around the box
xupper = xright - o;
%
Start at x = 1200 decrease by 1 to 601
xlower = xright/2 + 1; %
Hold constant x = 601
yupper = ytop - o;
%
Start at y = 1200 decrease to y = 601
ylower = ytop/2 + 1;
%
Hold constant y = 601
while xupper >= xlower
if yupper >= ylower
%
Check to see if the cell has a velocity (for this case we are
%
only concerned if it is a different color)
%
If there is a velocity (i.e. different color) then move it to a
%
different location and replace the existing cell with the
%
information from the destination cell. This will change when
%
you have multiple droplets moving, because the values will have
%
to be averaged.
if VM(xupper,yupper) > 0
%
look up the initial position and velocity for each cell
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%
containing a crater
craternum = NM(xupper,yupper);
if craternum == 0
else
Movex = MOVE(craternum,6);
Movey = MOVE(craternum,7);
end
%
Perform the cell swapping of each of the four matrices
shiftVM = VM(xupper,yupper);
replaceVM = VM(xupper+Movex,yupper+Movey);
VM(xupper+Movex,yupper+Movey) = shiftVM;
VM(xupper,yupper) = replaceVM;
shiftTM = TM(xupper,yupper);
replaceTM = TM(xupper+Movex,yupper+Movey);
TM(xupper+Movex,yupper+Movey) = shiftTM;
TM(xupper,yupper) = replaceTM;
shiftNM = NM(xupper,yupper);
replaceNM = NM(xupper+Movex,yupper+Movey);
NM(xupper+Movex,yupper+Movey) = shiftNM;
NM(xupper,yupper) = replaceNM;
shiftTHM = THM(xupper,yupper);
replaceTHM = THM(xupper+Movex,yupper+Movey);
THM(xupper+Movex,yupper+Movey) = shiftTHM;
THM(xupper,yupper) = replaceTHM;
shiftCM = CM(xupper,yupper);
replaceCM = CM(xupper+Movex,yupper+Movey);
CM(xupper+Movex,yupper+Movey) = shiftCM;
CM(xupper,yupper) = replaceCM;
else
end
%
Increase the counter so that we can move to the next cell
%
across till we hit the end
xupper = xupper - 1;
else
end
end
%__________________________________________________________________________
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Box 2
%
Scan top to bottom
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Read in the values of the upper and lower limits that can be
%
manipulated with each time around the box
yupper = ytop - p;
%
Start at y = 1199 decrease by 1 to 600
ylower = ytop/2 + 1;
%
Hold constant y = 601
xupper = xright - o;
%
Start at x = 1200 decrease to x = 602
xlower = xright/2 + 2; %
Hold constant x = 602
while yupper >= ylower
if xupper >= xlower
%
Check to see if the cell has a velocity (for this case we are
%
only concerned if it is a different color)
%
If there is a velocity (i.e. different color) then move it to a
%
different location and replace the existing cell with the
%
information from the destination cell. This will change when
%
you have multiple droplets moving, because the values will have
%
to be averaged.
if VM(xupper,yupper) > 0
craternum = NM(xupper,yupper);
if craternum == 0
else
Movex = MOVE(craternum,6);
Movey = MOVE(craternum,7);
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end
%
Perform the cell swap
shiftVM = VM(xupper,yupper);
replaceVM = VM(xupper+Movex,yupper+Movey);
VM(xupper+Movex,yupper+Movey) = shiftVM;
VM(xupper,yupper) = replaceVM;
shiftTM = TM(xupper,yupper);
replaceTM = TM(xupper+Movex,yupper+Movey);
TM(xupper+Movex,yupper+Movey) = shiftTM;
TM(xupper,yupper) = replaceTM;
shiftNM = NM(xupper,yupper);
replaceNM = NM(xupper+Movex,yupper+Movey);
NM(xupper+Movex,yupper+Movey) = shiftNM;
NM(xupper,yupper) = replaceNM;
shiftTHM = THM(xupper,yupper);
replaceTHM = THM(xupper+Movex,yupper+Movey);
THM(xupper+Movex,yupper+Movey) = shiftTHM;
THM(xupper,yupper) = replaceTHM;
shiftCM = CM(xupper,yupper);
replaceCM = CM(xupper+Movex,yupper+Movey);
CM(xupper+Movex,yupper+Movey) = shiftCM;
CM(xupper,yupper) = replaceCM;
else
end
%
Increase the counter so that we can move to the next cell
%
across till we hit the end
yupper = yupper - 1;
else
end
end
%__________________________________________________________________________
%__________________________________________________________________________
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Box 3
%
Scan bottom to top
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Read in the values of the upper and lower limits that can be
%
manipulated with each time around the box
yupper = ytop/2;
%
Hold constant y = 600
ylower = ybottom + p;
%
Start at y = 2 increase to 600
xupper = xright - o;
%
Start at x = 1200 decrease to x = 602
xlower = xright/2 + 2;
%
Hold constant x = 602
while ylower <= yupper
if xupper >= xlower
%
Check to see if the cell has a velocity (for this case we are
%
only concerned if it is a different color)
%
If there is a velocity (i.e. different color) then move it to a
%
different location and replace the existing cell with the
%
information from the destination cell. This will change when
%
you have multiple droplets moving, because the values will have
%
to be averaged.
if VM(xupper,ylower) > 0
craternum = NM(xupper,ylower);
if craternum == 0
else
Movex = MOVE(craternum,6);
Movey = MOVE(craternum,7);
end
%
Perform the cell swap
shiftVM = VM(xupper,ylower);
replaceVM = VM(xupper+Movex,ylower+Movey);
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VM(xupper+Movex,ylower+Movey) = shiftVM;
VM(xupper,ylower) = replaceVM;
shiftTM = TM(xupper,ylower);
replaceTM = TM(xupper+Movex,ylower+Movey);
TM(xupper+Movex,ylower+Movey) = shiftTM;
TM(xupper,ylower) = replaceTM;
shiftNM = NM(xupper,ylower);
replaceNM = NM(xupper+Movex,ylower+Movey);
NM(xupper+Movex,ylower+Movey) = shiftNM;
NM(xupper,ylower) = replaceNM;
shiftTHM = THM(xupper,ylower);
replaceTHM = THM(xupper+Movex,ylower+Movey);
THM(xupper+Movex,ylower+Movey) = shiftTHM;
THM(xupper,ylower) = replaceTHM;
shiftCM = CM(xupper,ylower);
replaceCM = CM(xupper+Movex,ylower+Movey);
CM(xupper+Movex,ylower+Movey) = shiftCM;
CM(xupper,ylower) = replaceCM;
else
end
%
Increase the counter so that we can move to the next cell
%
across till we hit the end
ylower = ylower + 1;
else
end
end
%__________________________________________________________________________
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Box 3
%
Scan right to left
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Read in the values of the upper and lower limits that can be
%
manipulated with each time around the box
xupper = xright - o;
%
Start at x = 1200 decrease by 1 to 601
xlower = xright/2 + 1; %
Hold constant x = 601
yupper = ytop/2;
%
Hold constant y = 600
ylower = ybottom + o;
%
Start at y = 1 increase to y = 600
while xlower <= xupper
if ylower <= yupper
%
Check to see if the cell has a velocity (for this case we are
%
only concerned if it is a different color)
%
If there is a velocity (i.e. different color) then move it to a
%
different location and replace the existing cell with the
%
information from the destination cell. This will change when
%
you have multiple droplets moving, because the values will have
%
to be averaged.
if VM(xupper,ylower) > 0
%
look up the initial position and velocity for each cell
%
containng a crater
craternum = NM(xupper,ylower);
if craternum == 0
else
Movex = MOVE(craternum,6);
Movey = MOVE(craternum,7);
end
%
Perform the cell swapping of each of the four matrices
shiftVM = VM(xupper,ylower);
replaceVM = VM(xupper+Movex,ylower+Movey);
VM(xupper+Movex,ylower+Movey) = shiftVM;
VM(xupper,ylower) = replaceVM;
shiftTM = TM(xupper,ylower);
replaceTM = TM(xupper+Movex,ylower+Movey);
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TM(xupper+Movex,ylower+Movey) = shiftTM;
TM(xupper,ylower) = replaceTM;
shiftNM = NM(xupper,ylower);
replaceNM = NM(xupper+Movex,ylower+Movey);
NM(xupper+Movex,ylower+Movey) = shiftNM;
NM(xupper,ylower) = replaceNM;
shiftTHM = THM(xupper,ylower);
replaceTHM = THM(xupper+Movex,ylower+Movey);
THM(xupper+Movex,ylower+Movey) = shiftTHM;
THM(xupper,ylower) = replaceTHM;
shiftCM = CM(xupper,ylower);
replaceCM = CM(xupper+Movex,ylower+Movey);
CM(xupper+Movex,ylower+Movey) = shiftCM;
CM(xupper,ylower) = replaceCM;
else
end
%
Increase the counter so that we can move to the next cell
%
across till we hit the end
xupper = xupper - 1;
else
end
end
%__________________________________________________________________________
%__________________________________________________________________________
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Box 4
%
Scan left to right
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Read in the values of the upper and lower limits that can be
%
manipulated with each time around the box
xlower = xleft + o;
%
Start at x = 1 increment by 1 to 600
xupper = xright/2;
%
Hold constant x = 600
ylower = ybottom + o;
%
Start at y = 1 increase to y = 600
yupper = ytop/2;
%
Hold constant y = 600
while xlower <= xupper
if ylower <= yupper
%
Check to see if the cell has a velocity (for this case we are
%
only concerned if it is a different color)
%
If there is a velocity (i.e. different color) then move it to a
%
different location and replace the existing cell with the
%
information from the destination cell. This will change when
%
you have multiple droplets moving, because the values will have
%
to be averaged.
if VM(xlower,ylower) > 0
%
look up the initial position and velocity for each cell
%
containng a crater
craternum = NM(xlower,ylower);
if craternum == 0
else
Movex = MOVE(craternum,6);
Movey = MOVE(craternum,7);
end
%
Perform the cell swapping of each of the four matrices
shiftVM = VM(xlower,ylower);
replaceVM = VM(xlower+Movex,ylower+Movey);
VM(xlower+Movex,ylower+Movey) = shiftVM;
VM(xlower,ylower) = replaceVM;
shiftTM = TM(xlower,ylower);
replaceTM = TM(xlower+Movex,ylower+Movey);
TM(xlower+Movex,ylower+Movey) = shiftTM;
TM(xlower,ylower) = replaceTM;
shiftNM = NM(xlower,ylower);
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replaceNM = NM(xlower+Movex,ylower+Movey);
NM(xlower+Movex,ylower+Movey) = shiftNM;
NM(xlower,ylower) = replaceNM;
shiftTHM = THM(xlower,ylower);
replaceTHM = THM(xlower+Movex,ylower+Movey);
THM(xlower+Movex,ylower+Movey) = shiftTHM;
THM(xlower,ylower) = replaceTHM;
shiftCM = CM(xlower,ylower);
replaceCM = CM(xlower+Movex,ylower+Movey);
CM(xlower+Movex,ylower+Movey) = shiftCM;
CM(xlower,ylower) = replaceCM;
else
end
%
Increase the counter so that we can move to the next cell
%
across till we hit the end
xlower = xlower + 1;
else
end
end
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Box 4
%
Scan bottom to top
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Read in the values of the upper and lower limits that can be
%
manipulated with each time around the box
yupper = ytop/2;
%
Hold constant y = 600
ylower = ybottom + p;
%
Start at y = 2 increase by 1 to 600
xupper = xright/2 - 1; %
Hold constant x = 599
xlower = xleft + o;
%
Start at x = 1 increase to x = 599
while ylower <= yupper
if xlower <= xupper
%
Check to see if the cell has a velocity (for this case we are
%
only concerned if it is a different color)
%
If there is a velocity (i.e. different color) then move it to a
%
different location and replace the existing cell with the
%
information from the destination cell. This will change when
%
you have multiple droplets moving, because the values will have
%
to be averaged.
if VM(xlower,ylower) > 0
craternum = NM(xlower,ylower);
if craternum == 0
else
Movex = MOVE(craternum,6);
Movey = MOVE(craternum,7);
end
%
Perform the cell swap
shiftVM = VM(xlower,ylower);
replaceVM = VM(xlower+Movex,ylower+Movey);
VM(xlower+Movex,ylower+Movey) = shiftVM;
VM(xlower,ylower) = replaceVM;
shiftTM = TM(xlower,ylower);
replaceTM = TM(xlower+Movex,ylower+Movey);
TM(xlower+Movex,ylower+Movey) = shiftTM;
TM(xlower,ylower) = replaceTM;
shiftNM = NM(xlower,ylower);
replaceNM = NM(xlower+Movex,ylower+Movey);
NM(xlower+Movex,ylower+Movey) = shiftNM;
NM(xlower,ylower) = replaceNM;
shiftTHM = THM(xlower,ylower);
replaceTHM = THM(xlower+Movex,ylower+Movey);
THM(xlower+Movex,ylower+Movey) = shiftTHM;
THM(xlower,ylower) = replaceTHM;
shiftCM = CM(xlower,ylower);
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replaceCM = CM(xlower+Movex,ylower+Movey);
CM(xlower+Movex,ylower+Movey) = shiftCM;
CM(xlower,ylower) = replaceCM;
else
end
%
Increase the counter so that we can move to the next cell
%
across till we hit the end
ylower = ylower + 1;
else
end
end
p = p+1;
o = o+1;
end
%__________________________________________________________________________
%__________________________________________________________________________
% Color assigning loop
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Sweep through the time matrix and assign color values based
%
on the length of time each drop has been on the surface,
%
and what heat transfer has occurred since that time.
while r <= 1200
c = 1;
while c <= 1200
%
Read the droplet number for this pixel
DN = NM(r,c);
%
Check the lifetime of the crater, current time minus
%
the birth time
Tc = Tcl(i) - TM(r,c);
%
Initial test to see if a crater has been formed at that
%
pixel location
if NM(r,c) == 0
%
Case 1 Droplet impinges on the heater surface (light blue)
elseif Tc < Tb(DN)
if Pd(DN) < Flmth
CM(r,c) = 0.1875;
else
CM(r,c) = 0.3125;
end
%
Case 2 Onset of boiling (Orange)
elseif Tc < Tv(DN)
CM(r,c) = 0.625;
%
Case 2 Liquid Vaporized and Dryout starts (Red)
elseif Tc < Tst(DN)
CM(r,c) = 0.8125;
%
Case 3 Liquid Fills back in due to surface tension wave
%
(dark blue)
else %if Tc >= Tst(DN)
CM(r,c) = 0;
THM(r,c) = Flmth;
VM(r,c) = 0;
TM(r,c) = 0;
NM(r,c) = 0;
Tco(hitnum) = Tcl(i);
end
c = c + 1;
end
r = r + 1;

%

increase the row interval

%

increase the column interval

end
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%__________________________________________________________________________
%__________________________________________________________________________
% Set plotting constraints and plot the results
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Use the histogram function to count the number of pixels
%
representing each heater surface behavior regime
[counts,values] = hist(CM(:), unique(CM(:)));
%
Since not all colors will be active at any one time the
%
number of colors used must be determined. This is done
%
using the size command with a series of if else statements
sz = size(values);
numcl = sz(1);
%
Calculate the percent of heater surface area covered by
%
each of the five types of droplets
if numcl == 6
Pred =
100*counts(6)/(counts(1)+counts(2)+counts(3)+counts(5)+counts(6));
Pmag =
100*counts(5)/(counts(1)+counts(2)+counts(3)+counts(5)+counts(6));
Pcyn =
100*counts(3)/(counts(1)+counts(2)+counts(3)+counts(5)+counts(6));
Plblue =
100*counts(2)/(counts(1)+counts(2)+counts(3)+counts(5)+counts(6));
Pblue =
100*counts(1)/(counts(1)+counts(2)+counts(3)+counts(5)+counts(6));
elseif numcl == 5
Pmag = 100*counts(5)/(counts(1)+counts(2)+counts(3)+counts(5));
Pcyn = 100*counts(3)/(counts(1)+counts(2)+counts(3)+counts(5));
Plblue = 100*counts(2)/(counts(1)+counts(2)+counts(3)+counts(5));
Pblue = 100*counts(1)/(counts(1)+counts(2)+counts(3)+counts(5));
elseif numcl == 4
Pcyn = 100*counts(3)/(counts(1)+counts(2)+counts(3));
Plblue = 100*counts(2)/(counts(1)+counts(2)+counts(3));
Pblue = 100*counts(1)/(counts(1)+counts(2)+counts(3));
elseif numcl == 3
Plblue = 100*counts(2)/(counts(1)+counts(2));
Pblue = 100*counts(1)/(counts(1)+counts(2));
elseif numcl == 2
Pblue = 100*counts(1)/(counts(1));
end
%
Set a matrix that keeps track of the percentages of each of
%
the four colors for plotting a strip chart
sub(:,1) = [0 100 0 0 0 0];
sub(:,m+1) = [S Pblue Plblue Pcyn Pmag Pred];
%
Convert the image from BW to color and plot the image
subplot(3,4,[1:3 5:7 9:11]);
CMX = grayslice(CM,16);
subplot(3,4,[1:3 5:7 9:11]);
imshow(CMX,jet(16))
%
Label the plot
title('Heater surface showing droplet impacts', 'FontSize', 16);
%
xlabel('X Coordinate [meters]', 'FontSize', 14);
%
ylabel('Y Coordinate [meters]', 'FontSize', 14);
snrand = text(1350,880 ,num2str(Nrand, 'Number of Droplets
%g'));
set(snrand, 'FontSize', 14);
sflwrt = text(1350,920 ,num2str(Flwrt, 'Flow Rate [GPH]
%g'));
set(sflwrt, 'FontSize', 14);
shtpwr = text(1350,960 ,num2str(Htpwr, 'Heater Power [W]
%g'));
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set(shtpwr, 'FontSize', 14);
stcl = text(1350,1000 ,num2str(Tcl(i), 'Simulation Time [Sec]
%3.2E'));
set(stcl, 'FontSize', 14);
spblue = text(1350,1080 ,num2str(Pblue, 'Undisturbed Percentage
%3.2f'));
set(spblue, 'FontSize', 14);
splblue = text(1350,1120, num2str(Plblue, 'Partial Crater Percentage
%3.2f'));
set(splblue, 'FontSize', 14);
spcyn = text(1350,1160 ,num2str(Pcyn, 'Fresh Crater Percentage
%3.2f'));
set(spcyn, 'FontSize', 14);
spmag = text(1350,1200 ,num2str(Pmag, 'Boiling Crater Percentage
%3.2f'));
set(spmag, 'FontSize', 14);
spred = text(1350,1240 ,num2str(Pred, 'Dryout Percentage
%3.2f'));
set(spred, 'FontSize', 14);
% Call the values from the sub matrix for plotting purposes
s = sub(1,:);
pblue = sub(2,:);
plblue = sub(3,:);
pcyn = sub(4,:);
pmag = sub(5,:);
pred = sub(6,:);
% Plot the percentage strip chart in the top right
subplot(3,4,[4 8]);
plot(pred,s, '--r', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'r', 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'r',
'MarkerSize',8); hold on
plot(pmag,s, '--m', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'm', 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'm',
'MarkerSize',8); hold on
plot(pcyn,s, '--c', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'c', 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'c',
'MarkerSize',8); hold on
plot(plblue,s, '--g', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'g', 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'g',
'MarkerSize',8); hold on
plot(pblue,s, '--b', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'b', 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'b',
'MarkerSize',8); hold on
plot(0, Nrand, '-');
title('Trend of droplet temperature regimes', 'FontSize', 16);
xlabel('Percent covered', 'FontSize', 16);
ylabel('Time', 'FontSize', 16);
set(gca,'FontSize', 14)
%__________________________________________________________________________
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
Grab the screen image and add to part of the movie being generated
%__________________________________________________________________________
f2 = getframe(gcf);
mov=addframe(mov,f2);
%__________________________________________________________________________
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Increase the counters
if S < (0.8*Nrand)
S = S + Step;
elseif S > (0.9*Nrand)
S = S + Step;
% else
%
S = S + Step/Intvl;
end

S = S + Step;
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m = m + 1;
Volumeout = (Vvap + Vleave);
end
end
%
Close the movie that has been generated so that it can be opened and
%
watched
mov=close(mov);
%
Stop the program run time clock
toc;
%
Calculate the volume of fluid generated
volsum = sum(Vdrop);
volsim = volsum/(tbtwdi*Nrand);
volavg = m3s;
%Tlt = abs(Tco - Tcl);
Lifetime = [Num Dd Tcl Tco R TH];
num = Num;
dd = Dd;
tcl = Tcl;
tco = Tco;
tlt = Tlt;
rad = R;
th = TH;
num(Tco == 0) = [];
dd(Tco == 0) = [];
tcl(Tco == 0) = [];
%tlt(Tco == 0) = [];
tco(Tco ==0) = [];
rad(Tco ==0) = [];
th(Tco ==0) = [];
lifetime = [num dd tcl tco rad th];
save 1000000drops100w50ovlp75ftall.out Lifetime -ASCII
save 1000000drops100w50ovlp75ft.out lifetime -ASCII
save 1000000drops75ftsub.out sub -ASCII
%success =
XLSWRITE('c:\users\paul\documents\MATLAB\spraysim5000.xls',lifetime);
error = abs((volsim-volavg)/volsim)*100;
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APPENDIX B
This Appendix presents the function that was written to implement the droplet diameter distribution.
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function Diameter = RandomBinsDick10psi(Nrand)
%

10 PSI

%
Random Droplet Distributions based on Dick's Data for a flow rate
of 10
%
GPH
% tic
%
Number of random droplets to simulate
X = zeros(1,Nrand);
%
Droplet diameter distribution probability based on Dick's Data in
bins
%
of 2 microns
x = [1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47
49 51 53 55 57 59 61 63 65 67 69 71 73 75 77 79 81 83 85 87 89 91 93 95
97 99 101 103 105 107 109 111];
pr = [8.55E-05 8.55E-05 3.76E-04 1.30E-03 5.85E-03 1.56E-02 3.04E-02
4.07E-02 4.87E-02 5.35E-02 5.15E-02 5.33E-02 5.02E-02 4.65E-02 4.62E-02
4.42E-02 4.19E-02 3.92E-02 3.63E-02 3.66E-02 3.28E-02 2.99E-02 2.87E-02
2.47E-02 2.27E-02 2.19E-02 1.95E-02 1.78E-02 1.65E-02 1.43E-02 1.32E-02
1.20E-02 1.07E-02 1.03E-02 8.98E-03 8.26E-03 7.68E-03 6.69E-03 5.51E-03
5.40E-03 5.28E-03 4.68E-03 3.85E-03 3.69E-03 3.15E-03 3.25E-03 2.82E-03
2.31E-03 1.69E-03 1.69E-03 1.61E-03 1.44E-03 1.32E-03 1.01E-03 1.06E-03
1.06E-03];
%
Transform the random number generated from 0 - 1 into a droplet
%
diameter. This is done by changing the width of each bin to
accurately
%
represent the probability of a droplet being generated at each size
%
range
for i = 1:Nrand
u = rand;
if u <= pr(1)
X(i) = x(1);
elseif u <= sum(pr(1:2))
X(i) = x(2);
elseif u <= sum(pr(1:3))
X(i) = x(3);
elseif u <= sum(pr(1:4))
X(i) = x(4);
elseif u <= sum(pr(1:5))
X(i) = x(5);
elseif u <= sum(pr(1:6))
X(i) = x(6);
elseif u <= sum(pr(1:7))
X(i) = x(7);
elseif u <= sum(pr(1:8))
X(i) = x(8);
elseif u <= sum(pr(1:9))
X(i) = x(9);
elseif u <= sum(pr(1:10))
X(i) = x(10);
elseif u <= sum(pr(1:11))
X(i) = x(11);
elseif u <= sum(pr(1:12))
X(i) = x(12);
elseif u <= sum(pr(1:13))
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X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =

x(13);
u <= sum(pr(1:14))
x(14);
u <= sum(pr(1:15))
x(15);
u <= sum(pr(1:16))
x(16);
u <= sum(pr(1:17))
x(17);
u <= sum(pr(1:18))
x(18);
u <= sum(pr(1:19))
x(19);
u <= sum(pr(1:20))
x(20);
u <= sum(pr(1:21))
x(21);
u <= sum(pr(1:22))
x(22);
u <= sum(pr(1:23))
x(23);
u <= sum(pr(1:24))
x(24);
u <= sum(pr(1:25))
x(25);
u <= sum(pr(1:26))
x(26);
u <= sum(pr(1:27))
x(27);
u <= sum(pr(1:28))
x(28);
u <= sum(pr(1:29))
x(29);
u <= sum(pr(1:30))
x(30);
u <= sum(pr(1:31))
x(31);
u <= sum(pr(1:32))
x(32);
u <= sum(pr(1:33))
x(33);
u <= sum(pr(1:34))
x(34);
u <= sum(pr(1:35))
x(35);
u <= sum(pr(1:36))
x(36);
u <= sum(pr(1:37))
x(37);
u <= sum(pr(1:38))
x(38);
u <= sum(pr(1:39))
x(39);
u <= sum(pr(1:40))
x(40);
u <= sum(pr(1:41))
x(41);
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elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
else
X(i) =
end
end

u <= sum(pr(1:42))
x(42);
u <= sum(pr(1:43))
x(43);
u <= sum(pr(1:44))
x(44);
u <= sum(pr(1:45))
x(45);
u <= sum(pr(1:46))
x(46);
u <= sum(pr(1:47))
x(47);
u <= sum(pr(1:48))
x(48);
u <= sum(pr(1:49))
x(49);
u <= sum(pr(1:50))
x(50);
u <= sum(pr(1:51))
x(51);
u <= sum(pr(1:52))
x(52);
u <= sum(pr(1:53))
x(53);
u <= sum(pr(1:54))
x(54);
u <= sum(pr(1:55))
x(55);
x(56);

Diameter = X'/1000000;
% %Check the random numbers against Dicks Data
% [N] = hist(D,56);
% p = N./Nrand;
% %
Plot the two variations of data to check how close the numbers
are to
% %
the actual measured bin heights.
% plot(x, pr, 'r', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'r', 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'r',
'MarkerSize',8); hold on
% plot(x, p, 'b', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'b', 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'b',
'MarkerSize',8); hold on
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APPENDIX C
This Appendix presents the function that was written to implement the droplet radial distribution.
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function Radius = RadialFlux(Nrand)
%
Radial Flux Data for the Spraying Systems 1/8G FullJet Spray nozzle
%
Data taken by Richard Harris at WPAFB
% %
Number of random droplets to simulate(for testing purposes)
% Nrand = 10000;
% tic
%
pre-allocate the array to place the random numbers into
X = zeros(1,Nrand);
%
Radial flux distribution based on Dick's Data in bins of 0.05mm
x = [0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7
0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1 1.05 1.1 1.15 1.2 1.25 1.3 1.35 1.4 1.45 1.5
1.55 1.6 1.65 1.7 1.75 1.8 1.85 1.9 1.95 2 2.05 2.1 2.15 2.2 2.25 2.3
2.35 2.4 2.45 2.5 2.55 2.6 2.65 2.7 2.75 2.8 2.85 2.9 2.95 3 3.05 3.1
3.15 3.2 3.25 3.3 3.35 3.4 3.45 3.5 3.55 3.6 3.65 3.7 3.75 3.8 3.85 3.9
3.95 4 4.05 4.1 4.15 4.2 4.25 4.3 4.35 4.4 4.45 4.5 4.55 4.6 4.65 4.7
4.75 4.8 4.85 4.9 4.95 5 5.05 5.1 5.15 5.2 5.25 5.3 5.35 5.4 5.45 5.5
5.55 5.6 5.65 5.7 5.75 5.8 5.85 5.9 5.95 6 6.05 6.1 6.15 6.2 6.25 6.3
6.35 6.4 6.45 6.5 6.55 6.6 6.65 6.7 6.75 6.8 6.85 6.9 6.95 7 7.05 7.1
7.15 7.2 7.25 7.3 7.35 7.4 7.45 7.5 7.55 7.6 7.65 7.7 7.75 7.8 7.85 7.9
7.95 8 8.05 8.10 8.15 8.20 8.25];
pr = [0.004477 0.004501 0.004523 0.004541 0.004557 0.004571 0.004583
0.004593 0.004601 0.004608 0.004613 0.004617 0.00462 0.004621 0.004622
0.004622 0.004621 0.004619 0.004617 0.004615 0.004612 0.004609 0.004606
0.004603 0.0046 0.004598 0.004595 0.004592 0.00459 0.004588 0.004587
0.004586 0.004585 0.004585 0.004585 0.004587 0.004588 0.00459 0.004593
0.004597 0.004601 0.004606 0.004612 0.004619 0.004626 0.004634 0.004642
0.004652 0.004662 0.004673 0.004684 0.004696 0.004709 0.004723 0.004737
0.004752 0.004768 0.004784 0.004801 0.004818 0.004836 0.004854 0.004873
0.004892 0.004912 0.004932 0.004953 0.004974 0.004995 0.005016 0.005038
0.00506 0.005082 0.005104 0.005127 0.005149 0.005171 0.005194 0.005216
0.005238 0.005261 0.005283 0.005304 0.005326 0.005347 0.005368 0.005389
0.005409 0.005429 0.005449 0.005468 0.005486 0.005504 0.005521 0.005538
0.005554 0.005569 0.005584 0.005598 0.005611 0.005623 0.005635 0.005646
0.005655 0.005664 0.005672 0.005679 0.005685 0.00569 0.005694 0.005697
0.005698 0.005699 0.005699 0.005697 0.005694 0.00569 0.005685 0.005679
0.005672 0.005663 0.005653 0.005642 0.00563 0.005616 0.005601 0.005585
0.005568 0.005549 0.005529 0.005508 0.005486 0.005462 0.005438 0.005412
0.005384 0.005356 0.005326 0.005295 0.005263 0.00523 0.005196 0.00516
0.005123 0.005085 0.005047 0.005007 0.004966 0.004923 0.00488 0.004836
0.004791 0.004745 0.004699 0.004651 0.004602 0.004553 0.004502 0.004451
0.0044 0.004347 0.004294 0.004240 0.004186 0.004131 0.004076];
%
Transform the random number generated from 0 - 1 into a radial
location
%
This is done by changing the width of each bin to accurately
%
represents the probability of a droplet being generated at each
%
radial location
for i = 1:Nrand
u = rand;
if u <= pr(1)
X(i) = x(1);
elseif u <= sum(pr(1:2))
X(i) = x(2);
elseif u <= sum(pr(1:3))
X(i) = x(3);
elseif u <= sum(pr(1:4))
X(i) = x(4);
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elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif

u <= sum(pr(1:5))
x(5);
u <= sum(pr(1:6))
x(6);
u <= sum(pr(1:7))
x(7);
u <= sum(pr(1:8))
x(8);
u <= sum(pr(1:9))
x(9);
u <= sum(pr(1:10))
x(10);
u <= sum(pr(1:11))
x(11);
u <= sum(pr(1:12))
x(12);
u <= sum(pr(1:13))
x(13);
u <= sum(pr(1:14))
x(14);
u <= sum(pr(1:15))
x(15);
u <= sum(pr(1:16))
x(16);
u <= sum(pr(1:17))
x(17);
u <= sum(pr(1:18))
x(18);
u <= sum(pr(1:19))
x(19);
u <= sum(pr(1:20))
x(20);
u <= sum(pr(1:21))
x(21);
u <= sum(pr(1:22))
x(22);
u <= sum(pr(1:23))
x(23);
u <= sum(pr(1:24))
x(24);
u <= sum(pr(1:25))
x(25);
u <= sum(pr(1:26))
x(26);
u <= sum(pr(1:27))
x(27);
u <= sum(pr(1:28))
x(28);
u <= sum(pr(1:29))
x(29);
u <= sum(pr(1:30))
x(30);
u <= sum(pr(1:31))
x(31);
u <= sum(pr(1:32))
x(32);
u <= sum(pr(1:33))
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X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =

x(33);
u <= sum(pr(1:34))
x(34);
u <= sum(pr(1:35))
x(35);
u <= sum(pr(1:36))
x(36);
u <= sum(pr(1:37))
x(37);
u <= sum(pr(1:38))
x(38);
u <= sum(pr(1:39))
x(39);
u <= sum(pr(1:40))
x(40);
u <= sum(pr(1:41))
x(41);
u <= sum(pr(1:42))
x(42);
u <= sum(pr(1:43))
x(43);
u <= sum(pr(1:44))
x(44);
u <= sum(pr(1:45))
x(45);
u <= sum(pr(1:46))
x(46);
u <= sum(pr(1:47))
x(47);
u <= sum(pr(1:48))
x(48);
u <= sum(pr(1:49))
x(49);
u <= sum(pr(1:50))
x(50);
u <= sum(pr(1:51))
x(51);
u <= sum(pr(1:52))
x(52);
u <= sum(pr(1:53))
x(53);
u <= sum(pr(1:54))
x(54);
u <= sum(pr(1:55))
x(55);
u <= sum(pr(1:56))
x(56);
u <= sum(pr(1:57))
x(57);
u <= sum(pr(1:58))
x(58);
u <= sum(pr(1:59))
x(59);
u <= sum(pr(1:60))
x(60);
u <= sum(pr(1:61))
x(61);
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elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif

u <= sum(pr(1:62))
x(62);
u <= sum(pr(1:63))
x(63);
u <= sum(pr(1:64))
x(64);
u <= sum(pr(1:65))
x(65);
u <= sum(pr(1:66))
x(66);
u <= sum(pr(1:67))
x(67);
u <= sum(pr(1:68))
x(68);
u <= sum(pr(1:69))
x(69);
u <= sum(pr(1:70))
x(70);
u <= sum(pr(1:71))
x(71);
u <= sum(pr(1:72))
x(72);
u <= sum(pr(1:73))
x(73);
u <= sum(pr(1:74))
x(74);
u <= sum(pr(1:75))
x(75);
u <= sum(pr(1:76))
x(76);
u <= sum(pr(1:77))
x(77);
u <= sum(pr(1:78))
x(78);
u <= sum(pr(1:79))
x(79);
u <= sum(pr(1:80))
x(80);
u <= sum(pr(1:81))
x(81);
u <= sum(pr(1:82))
x(82);
u <= sum(pr(1:83))
x(83);
u <= sum(pr(1:84))
x(84);
u <= sum(pr(1:85))
x(85);
u <= sum(pr(1:86))
x(86);
u <= sum(pr(1:87))
x(87);
u <= sum(pr(1:88))
x(88);
u <= sum(pr(1:89))
x(89);
u <= sum(pr(1:90))
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X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =

x(90);
u <= sum(pr(1:91))
x(91);
u <= sum(pr(1:92))
x(92);
u <= sum(pr(1:93))
x(93);
u <= sum(pr(1:94))
x(94);
u <= sum(pr(1:95))
x(95);
u <= sum(pr(1:96))
x(96);
u <= sum(pr(1:97))
x(97);
u <= sum(pr(1:98))
x(98);
u <= sum(pr(1:99))
x(99);
u <= sum(pr(1:100))
x(100);
u <= sum(pr(1:101))
x(101);
u <= sum(pr(1:102))
x(102);
u <= sum(pr(1:103))
x(103);
u <= sum(pr(1:104))
x(104);
u <= sum(pr(1:105))
x(105);
u <= sum(pr(1:106))
x(106);
u <= sum(pr(1:107))
x(107);
u <= sum(pr(1:108))
x(108);
u <= sum(pr(1:109))
x(109);
u <= sum(pr(1:110))
x(110);
u <= sum(pr(1:111))
x(111);
u <= sum(pr(1:112))
x(112);
u <= sum(pr(1:113))
x(113);
u <= sum(pr(1:114))
x(114);
u <= sum(pr(1:115))
x(115);
u <= sum(pr(1:116))
x(116);
u <= sum(pr(1:117))
x(117);
u <= sum(pr(1:118))
x(118);
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elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif

u <= sum(pr(1:119))
x(119);
u <= sum(pr(1:120))
x(120);
u <= sum(pr(1:121))
x(121);
u <= sum(pr(1:122))
x(122);
u <= sum(pr(1:123))
x(123);
u <= sum(pr(1:124))
x(124);
u <= sum(pr(1:125))
x(125);
u <= sum(pr(1:126))
x(126);
u <= sum(pr(1:127))
x(127);
u <= sum(pr(1:128))
x(128);
u <= sum(pr(1:129))
x(129);
u <= sum(pr(1:130))
x(130);
u <= sum(pr(1:131))
x(131);
u <= sum(pr(1:132))
x(132);
u <= sum(pr(1:133))
x(133);
u <= sum(pr(1:134))
x(134);
u <= sum(pr(1:135))
x(135);
u <= sum(pr(1:136))
x(136);
u <= sum(pr(1:137))
x(137);
u <= sum(pr(1:138))
x(138);
u <= sum(pr(1:139))
x(139);
u <= sum(pr(1:140))
x(140);
u <= sum(pr(1:141))
x(141);
u <= sum(pr(1:142))
x(142);
u <= sum(pr(1:143))
x(143);
u <= sum(pr(1:144))
x(144);
u <= sum(pr(1:145))
x(145);
u <= sum(pr(1:146))
x(146);
u <= sum(pr(1:147))
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X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
elseif
X(i) =
else
X(i) =
end
end

x(147);
u <= sum(pr(1:148))
x(148);
u <= sum(pr(1:149))
x(149);
u <= sum(pr(1:150))
x(150);
u <= sum(pr(1:151))
x(151);
u <= sum(pr(1:152))
x(152);
u <= sum(pr(1:153))
x(153);
u <= sum(pr(1:154))
x(154);
u <= sum(pr(1:155))
x(155);
u <= sum(pr(1:156))
x(156);
u <= sum(pr(1:157))
x(157);
u <= sum(pr(1:158))
x(158);
u <= sum(pr(1:159))
x(159);
u <= sum(pr(1:160))
x(160);
u <= sum(pr(1:161))
x(161);
u <= sum(pr(1:162))
x(162);
u <= sum(pr(1:163))
x(163);
u <= sum(pr(1:164))
x(164);
x(165);

%
Convert the data into meters and transpose for the program
Radius = X'/1000;
% %
Check the random numbers generated against Dicks Data
% %
Get a histogram of the random numbers generated
% [N] = hist(X,161);
% %
Plot as a function of the number of droplets generated
% p = N./Nrand;
% %
Plot the two variations of data to check how close the numbers
are to
% %
the actual measured bin heights.
% plot(x, pr, 'r', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'r', 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'r',
'MarkerSize',8); hold on
% plot(x, p, 'b', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'b', 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'b',
'MarkerSize',8);
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